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When I first began to work on the topic of this thes1a, 
two years ago 111 Dr. Hoyer•s course on Reformation History, 
1ny major interest was naturally in the Defensor Paoia 
itself. Since then, however, Dr. Alan Gewirth of the 
University ot Chicago has published his Me.railius ES_ Padua, 
t he Defender ot Peace~ which io such a 1,1asterpieoe of 
--- --c. ------
ach.olarsh i p and completeness that it virt·uall:y precludes 
any work on that topio unless it be of the highest and 
most detailed natur-0. That took the heart out of' my thesis, 
so ·cha t I had to expand what was to be merely background 
materi fl'l.]~ :lnto my entire thesis, with th~ result that it is 
less substantial than w.:>uld have been originally the case. 
lievertheless, the life of Me.rsig11o de Padua is a 
considerable problem in itself. Opinions concerning the 
details of his birth, 11ctivity, and death vary widely. 
Each scholaJ:) tha·t w:ri tea on the subject refutes 1n some way 
all those that precede him. Scholz and Haller seem almost 
to go out of their ~ay to contra.diet each other. 'l.'he English 
and .American scholars are slightly more polite to each 
othe~ than their German eolleagv.es, but they, too, disagree 
widely. I have tried to preaent the cases of the various 
scholars and to deteZ'l.uine as much as possible the moat 
plausible solution to the various problems. 
I 
2 
As far as I know, this is the first time that so many 
o.f the problems related to the 11.fe of Mars-1glio have been 
treated in one plaoe in English. That is about the on1y 
A !,!lison d'etre of thiu thesis. The scholare who have 
wr1:tten on Marsiglio usu~ly concentrate on one or the 
other phase or hie life. Thu~, in some sections my material 
i5 based almost exclusively on one source. I am especially 
indebt;ad to Brampton and Haller. particularly the la:tterg 
whose work I admire 11n: evo?"y- respect.. In .fact~ I admire 
the work of these and other scholars so much that r have 
often i1~corporated their mate~tal am.Qst literally into the 
text of this hu.,~ble thesis. 
CHAPTER II 
THE EARLY YEARS 
Padua 
Padua was fairly bustling with activity of every 
kind during the latter half of the thirteenth century, 
the. t oenh u:ry which at least one of our own con";emporaries 
has seen fit to call the "gz-eatest" of centuries. 
l 
Greatness was hardly oonf1ned to that centUX7» however. 
and even some of its own products did not become great 
until well after the mother century had been laid to 
i~est. For Padua the era was most memorable~ and in the 
areas of thought 0 of sohoJ.arshipg. of politics. and of 
commerce, she was a notable center ot activity. 
Padua•$ university ~as a source ot great pride to her. 
'£his university had not begun in Padua. but had migrated 
2 there t'rom Bologna.. The organization of the University 
of Bologna~ which had 017stallized by the middle of the 
3 Thirteenth Century., Tlas e,s .follows. There were two 
corporations or foreign students, and th~se constituted the 
lJ. J. Walsh, The ·Thirteenth, Greatest of Centuries 
(New York: Fordhmilli"iiiverslty Press, l9.S2). -
2 . 
J. O'Sullivan and J. F. Burns, Medieval Europe 
(New York: F. s. Crofts and Co., 1943), p. 321. 
3H. o. Taylor, The Medieval Mind (4th edition; - -
4 
university. The professors did not belong to these cor-
porations, with the result that they were not members of 
the university. NaturaJ.1y, being professors, they resisted 
this domination by the studentaJ but, with their vast 
numerical superiorityg the latte~ won out. In defense or 
their rights and to demonstrate their independence or 
faculty and location, the students would not hesitate to 
move to anothel" city. This woul.d eut off the income of 
the proresaors and reduce the ~evenue or the city, for, 
although the exact number of students in attend.ance at the 
Vf.U'>ious medieval universities is highl.y conjectural, a 
r~nous university would attract m~ thousands of students 
f'rora all over Europe. 'lh.us11 students of the University 
of Bologna, e:i.nee they felt their rights were 1n jeopudy, 
migr-'1ted to Arezzo 1n 1215 a:..-id to Padu~ in 1222. Despite 
their• de1'ectiong tho mother university continue& to 
flourish., and one 11w1ie tu-dvex•sity had been added to the 
growing number of those inst1tut1onsa which have o.t'ten been 
elase1fied with the Gothio. oathedrals as the two most 
1asting and influential c.ontributic;,ns of the Middl.e Ages. 4 
Since this new university was. an offshoot 0£ the old, 
t hey had :m.any things in canmon. B0lt.1gnat s medioal sohool 
Oa1ftbridge, Masa., Harvard University Press, 1941), II, 
iiJ.,2•iµ.J. :,= have taken the entire description of Bologna's 
or•ganiza·i:;ion ~ron1 this .soUl'ce. 
4 J. J. Wal.sh, High Points of Medieval Culture 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing co •• 1937}, p. 83. 
5 
5 . 
was renowned throughout Europe, and Padua also had a 
rirs·b~wra·te medical school. The University or Padua was a 
focal. point ror Averroism, and this was especially the case 
6 in the 2oodical school. Concerni11.g Averroiam, Scholz says: 
"Padua. und Paris waren die beiden Hauptzentren des Averro-
._ 
ismusG 117 Th.is had 1:mpox-ta.."'lt implications for MarsigJ.1.o• s 
111ture, as we shall subsequently aee. Bologna's most 
f mnous school~ of course,. was its law school; end~ !or its 
pra.,..eminence in this field~ the University 0£ B,ologna had 
8 
gained the name, "Mother <lf Laws". This naturally s..ff'ected 
th,3 emphacis at Paduats univer~ity. Ii'ina.lly9 the Univer ... 
sit. :tes of' Bologna and Padua were considered the least 
9 t he0:togical of the European universities, and this and the 
other f ~cto~s probably influenced Marsiglio, who is general-
ly considered to have studied at his horne university. The 
re.me of tho University of Padua soon spread to the corners 
of" Euz•ope,. and the city~ grateful. .for this fame and ro1• 
the added revenue from the many s tudenta, reciprocated. 
She gave the members of the uni"1ers1ty exceptional privileges 
• . T i .. • . NII! I ( ..... 
i:' 
~Je O'Sullivan and J. F. Burn~, 2£• ~., P• 328 
6G.. G. c oul tonf Medieval fanoran:a (Cam.bridge e The 
Mac1nillan Co., 19.391 11 ""p. 462. 
7R. Scholz. "Marsilius von Padua und die Idee d.er 
DG:mokratie;" Ze1tsohri~ ~ Politik, I (1907), 65. 
8J. O'Sullivan and J. F. Burnap!?.£• .ill_., P• 320 





in her laws in 1260.. In l.296 ahe began to sal.ery the 
ll profeasors, who were undoubtedly grateful for the secui-it7 
of this stipend, whieh co.ntrasted so considerably with the 
uncertainty or depending on the fees ot: the students. 
Padua was one .of the most propperous trading cities 1n 
12 
ItS'.ly at that tilne:., and Italy was the most prosperous 
tl"'9.ding country in the world. }1uoh of her trade was in 
luxurles, e.nd she dealt wtth both the East, the so-celled 
Levant ine trade, end the West~ Engla.'ld, BalgillI!l and the 
I ethez•l.ands.13 This not only made her rieh, but it also 
put her in eontaot with most of the civilized world and 
Made her a moat cosmopolitan city in which to be raised. 
Politically~ Padua. was very ast1ve. When Narsiglio 
was born, she was a free city e.nd was r1e~cely proud of 
her independence. However. she had not always ~en free~ 
nor would she retain her L~dependence uninterruptedly. 
It had only been in 1256 that she had been .freed from the 
tyranny of Ezzalino da Romano, 14 and in the next century 
Emperor Henry VII held her in vassal.age for some time, but 
for the whol~ ~eoond half ot: the Thirteenth Century she waa 
10c. w. Previ t~o1:~ton, "Me.rsiglio ot Padua, Dootrinea, n 
~lish Historical Review. XXXVIII (1923), 2. 
11Ibid.,, p. 3. 
l2 Ibid., p. 2. 
~ 
l3J. O'Sullivan and J. F. Burns, .2£• ~·• p. 680. 
14c. w. Previte:orton, ~· oi!., p. 2. 
7 
free 11 and she did all that was in-her power- to maintain 
that f r eedom. The biggest threat to her independence came 
fi'~.m the large,:, e1t1ea~ who we1--e constant~y trying to on-
lru:•ge their spheres or in.fluenoe., a trait which was not 
unique to that time nor to that place. It was her hatred 
and fear prilnarily of Ghipel11ne of Milan1$ and of Verona 
16 
with its hated Ghibe·ll.:!ine tyrant 11 Alberto della Scala, 
', . ,·. 
that made her a Guelph eity and kept her tbatli She waa 
t he most intensely Guelpll e;t. ty 1n the Northeast,. as Florence 
was in the Eaat.17 On the one side she had Milan. on the 
... •t 
other• t he Pope• so s.he chose t he leaser of.' the two ev:tls 
·a s f ar aa she was concerned and aided with the Papacy) 
risking hex- :f'.reedom ·to ·p-resorve it. She could not resist 
a rew imperialistic leani;nga of her own, however, and she 
beaame the "protecto.,r!i of some of th6 scaller cities of 
· 18 
Guelphic leaninga 1n the "Joyous" Veronese Me.r<h.. Thia 
seemed to be a ts.irlr ~a:t,isfactory arrangement all aroundu 
however, althougl1 Vte~~z~ appeared to be happy enough to be 
, .. 
rid of her domination during the early years of the Fourteenth 
Century. As for h.e·r ·ro.rm of government. her republicanism 
' 
15 J • ri. Allen. "Ms.l'·$.Uio ot Padua and Medieval Secula ... 
rism." The Soo1al and Politi~al Ideas of Some 0I"ea,t Media-
eval Th!'iilierst ed.T. 3. c •. Hearnshaw Ttondoni G. G. Harrap 
and C-6., L£d.,. 1923) p •. 170 •. Allen for some reason calls 
Padua a Ghibelline clty, ~~!oh is certainly a slip of the pen. 
16c. w. Prev1te",:ort.on, 2£• .ill.·• p. 2. 
17J. Haller, "Zu:r Lebegsg~sohiohte des Harsilius von 
Padua," Ze~tschrift fur Kirchengeschichte, XLVIII (1929), 171. 
;r--
180 e W. Prev1 to-Orton, !?,E;• ill•, P• 2 • 
8 
was not much dif'ferent from that of the other tree Italian 
19 connnunes. At the head or her government stood tour 
20 
OQE;Sigl1a, whose duty it was to run the affairs of the 
oity. Freedom from outside domination of any kind was one 
of the ruling passions in the heart of every citizen ot 
Padua, and that feeling was ingrained into ~ars1glio' s 
cha:raoter also. 
What was the state oz the Ohurch 1n Padua at this time? 
Positively, we have little evidence, but negatively we have 
very much. Padua was characterized by a virulent hatred 
not only of the Papacy, which was more or less her ally 
21 
against th'3 Ghibellines1 but al~o of the clergy 1n general • .,. 
There were many reasons for this situation, and Previte-
Orton sums up them and their consequences admirably.22 
The immunity of the clergy was resented in Padua most 
bitterly. The clergy and lay orders refused to pay taxes 
or to help repair the dikes and bridge$, a most vital 
activity £or tho Paduans. As landowners. they were respon-
sible for a share of the expense involved, which was 
considerable. The w10ked habits or the priests, habits in 
whieh all the clergy shared, were noto~ioue and most offensive 
l9Ib1d. -
2~. Scholz, .21?.• ~·• P• 75. 
21J. w. A1len, .22.• !!i•• P• 171. 
ted 
22 ,~ o. w. Previte-Orton·, ~. ill.•, PP• 3-4. I have 
these facts almost literally out of these pages. 
selec-
9 
to even the cosmopolitan Paduans. The commune took the 
proper measures to ourb the priests. In 1276 they passed 
laws which made it virtually impossible for a cleric to 
prosecute a claim against a layman. The eoeles1ast1cal. 
oo~ts were prevented from. infringing on the civil rights 
of citizens of Padua, and the podesta of the city was 
determined to stop a:ny 1rijur1es inflicted by those courts 
unless the senten¢e was confirmed by the council of the 
commune. In 1282, since the bishop did not punish the orimes 
of the cl0rgy, the fine for killing a cleric was reduced 
to one Venetian groats, p:r~bably an all-time low in that 
category. Apparently there was no shortage of groats, and 
the worthy Paduen citizens took advantage or the bargain 
sale of the lives of clerics. Tho passage in which that is 
desoribed is woJ?th quoting: 
Et multi presb1ter1, olerioi et religios1 .fuerunt 
occisi in Padua .. • • quoniam tune t"uerat pei., 
commune Paduae stabilitum ••• ut pro homioidio 
eommiss.o in peraonam alicuius eoolesiastica.e 
personae condemnari debeat homicida solummodo in 
uno denario veneto grosso, quod statutum £actum 
fuerat propter mul.ta et enormia seelera, quae com-
mittebantur per olericos. de qi..1.1.~~s nulla f'1abat 
iuatitia per episoopu.~ paduanum. 
This was a i'ine state of af.fairs, and thf, pope soon reacted 
by imposing excommunication anu the interdict on tho city. 
Finally, in 1289, after long negotiations, the city yielded 
somewhat. Tho.t did not prevent her fi'am putting further 
limitations on the exemptions or the lay orders in 1299, 
23Ibid., Pe 3. -
10 
though. The Paduane hated the I~qu1s1t1on especially, and 
apparently they had good oauee to d~ so, tor 1n. 1302 
Boni face VIII sent up Dominicans to replace the Franoisoans, 
who had been convicted or malversation in the administration 
of the Holy O.f.t'ioe. It is hardl.y necessary to mention that 
Bon1.f'aee VIII was not acauatom.ed to give in to any aecul.ar 
I;"IOWers unless they had pretty solid ground for their. requests. 
Thus~ Padua appears as one of the early champions o,f the 
laity aga1nst · eoolesiastical domination and j'Ul91sd1ct1on, 
and that attitude certainly show up most pro?llinently 1n 
t he ch.'U"acter and weitings of Paduats outstanding product 
of' t h e late Thirteenth Century, Marsiglio. For h1m9 
coercive authority and the power of the law must reside 
i n the seoulal" 1mler alone, otherwise thel'e will be atl'ife 
and multiplicity of authQrity. He sums up his attitude in 
t he f ollowing words: 
the pope decreed all the clergy exempt rrom secular 
law, thus inducing achiatll in the state and a 
plurality or sovereign governments within it. This 
ia the !"Oot and origin o~4the plague frtmu which the Italian kingdom sufi.'ers. 
The Birth of Marsiglio 
In Padua, then~ into that seething center of political 
ferment, intelleotual activity, and ccmmere!al prosperity, 
was born Marsiglio, t he hero of our t ·ale. This much ia 
24 6 ~., p • •. 
11 
surea Marsiglio was born, and that h1stor1~ event took 
place in Padua, but beyond that there is hardly a majoi> 
point L'll his lii'e upon which there is canplete agreement 
among sohol&rs who have done original work on this topic. 
This lack of agreement is caused by a lack of authoritative 
sources, and that lack is caused by a hUI11bar·:or factors: 
t he span of years which separates him .from us; the incom-
plet e records of the tim.'3 and the loss of even some 0£ 
t h ose that were p~epared; the variety of Marsigl1o's 
occu.pations: doctor, lawyer, theologian, teache1', poli• 
t i cian; his seeming inability to :remain 1n one place for 
an extended period of time~ resulting in wanderings through-
out Italy, France, end Germany: and the vigorous condemn~ .. 
tlon by successive popes, whioh prevented chroniclers from 
going into detail about his life without falling into 
official disfavor.25 
Perhaps the widest variation of' opinion is centered 
around the actual date or Maraiglio' s birth. Until now, 
as far as I could disoover, there has not appeared one 
si.~gle piece or positive evidence as to Just when Marsiglio 
entered the chaotic Paduan scene from the sheltering womb 
of his mother, about whom silence has been kept both in 
Chu~ch and State. About his rather. more la~er. (One can 
25c. K. Brampton, "Marsiglio o~ ~~~ua, L1:fe," English 
Historical Review; XXXVII (1922), 501. ~ 
l2 
cast a roving eye on the Italian matrons of today and 
speculate about his mother•s appearance, tor mucl1 wheat and 
leas mea·t have alway$ been the staples of the fertile plains 
of· the NCB."th of Italy. Actually, h<:>wever, we have no 
information at all about Marsigliots mother. Woman ot the 
lot.,re1" classes played as subordinate a role in the freedom-
loving Italian cities as they did 1n leas polit!eally 
advru..1ced areas, but ·thei!> day was rapidly approaching. 
Considering how little we 1010w about Ma.rsiglio himaelt, 
it is small wonder that we know not.bing about his mother, 
who did nothing to distinguish herself except perform her 
natural .ru_~otion of bearing children; it just so happena 
t hat she bore a genius. If she had borne a saint, we 
ndgb.t lmow a little more about her.) Lacking any real 
evidence about the date of Me.rsiglio's birth, scholars 
have been thrown upon the resources of their imagination, 
which they can exercise upon the rew so~ttered subsequent 
racts and fictions which are related to this problem. 
'?he major soUI"o& 0£ in1'ormat1on a.bout the life or 
our aubjeot is a semi-biogl'aphioal poem by his distinguished 
rr1end, Mussato, a Paduan poet"9statesman-historian who .lived 
26 
:from 1262 to 1329. This poem is at times very vaguo and 
at times humorous, so that its value as an h1atorieal 
26J• R. Tanner, z. N. Brooke! and C. W. Previte-Orten, 
edito;ros, The Comb:ridge Medieval H sto!:l' (New York: Maomil• 
lan -co., !9J2T, VIX, 755. 
1.3 
dooument used £or verifying £acts and dates is somewhat 
questionable. Scholz describes it as followaa ff • • • die 
halb s aherzhat'te, se.hwe~ veratandliohe und sohlecht uber• 
l.ie.t'erte poetisohe Epiatel d&a Albert1no Mwu1ato0 ,,
2 7 
However, one must make the best of what one has, and Haller 
for one bases almont his entire exposition o! the lii'e o!' 
Marsiglio on this poem, ihought!"ully appending his edition 
of the original to the end o:f' hie article. It is most 
int eresting to observe the use which the various scholars 
make of this poem. 'If it agi:,ees with their theories, 
t hey quote it aa i:f' it were straight histocy. I!' it disagrees, 
t hey point out its ironio and humorous nature. 
At the time when Mussat,o wrote his loving epistle to 
h1a f riend, he ended h1s communication with the !'ollowing: 
uFer ·t 1le tempus habes pulehra floitente iuventa, quo . te 
28 restituaa, site ~egat !neita virtua." Now~ these lines 
pr esent two problems in determining its relationship ta the 
birth of Maraiglio. J·ust 'Wha.t does pulolu'a florente iuventa 
mean and when was this poem written? The rormer, as it ls 
used, depends not only upon the meaning which its own age 
with 1ts ideas of "youth" and youth's age limits but alao 
upon the respective ages o!' addressor and addressee. Anyone 
- ·------
27Marsiglio de Padua, Defensor Pao1,, ed. by R. Scholz 
( Hanover: Hahn.ache Buohhandlung. !932)" p. l.iv •. 
28J. Hal.le~ • .91?.• cit., p. 197, l. 99•100. 
who has seen norandma" having a tea party w!th 0 the girls" 
or who has heard one•s grandfather addl"eas one's i'ather 
as "young man" will understand the latter point. (Even 
used objeot;ively the tel'ln "young" or "youth" ia rarely 
defined with eny degree ot accuracy.) What did Mussato's 
age consider young? Previte'-Orton thinks that pulchra 
29 
£1orente iuventa means under r1.rt7.. No doubt he has 
some grounds for seying this• but it seems aJ.mo·st prepos-
ter•oua ;. sinoe the average li.fe expectancy of the tir.Ja 
could not have exoeeded that by much and may not have even 
attained that i"igure. Of course, m~ men lived many years 
past fifty» witness the venerable Pope John XXIIs, who we.a 
elected to that exalted otti~e at the ripe old age of 
seventy. 
However, he was certainly an exception. If we aooept 
Pi"evite•Ortonta figure as the terminus !,!! quem11 we can 
p:i?obab~y aet the t .er.m1n~43 !: quo in general at about twenty 
and in particular, considering the content o~ the poem 
end everything that MaraiglJ.o had done according to its 
author ( including study at home,. medical study abroad, army 
service, two yeSl's of study, and then a second depa.Fture 
from s,udy). at between twenty-five and thirty. we have a 
range of !'ram twenty to twent7 ... i'ive years whloh the term 
29Mars1glio de Padua, De!"enaor Pacia, ed. by c. w. 
Pr~vite'-orten (Cambridge: uii!verslty Press, 1928), p. x. 
2u1011:a florente 1uventa ,cou1d ~over. That range of 
variation is precisely the range 01' VB.1'1at1on 1n the eat1-
l'!18.tes of the dat~ or Ma:raiglio's birth~ Alao, because or 
that range~, there oan btl no value in determining the ef1'eet 
0£ the reJ.a·tive ages or Mf1l'S1gl1o and Musaato on the meaning 
or the term. 
Thus~ we know that Mars1glio was born from twenty-.five 
to f ifty years before t~e poem was written. The next ques-
tion one muat answer is~. "'When was the poem written?" That 
may help us to nsrre\i down the range 01' possible biI'th dates r, 
and it will also be oruoial for dete:rmining the subsequent 
chronology of Mars1gl1ot·s lite. Hei,e, too, there is 
cons iderable variety in the dates which are assigned to the 
writing of this poem. According to various estimates, 
M'us sato wrote his metrical epistle some tilne between 1312 
and 1326.30 This whole question h1nges around one statement 
1.n the poem: Paduae ~ regpa manerent, 31 which was the 
time when Me.rsiglio le.ft home apparently tor the first time. 
That elause has bsen interpreted in two radically dif'f'erent 
ways., The majority of seholars interpret it as moaning 
"when Padua was politically free"• ref'erring to the time 
between 1256, when Ezzalino da Romano ?tUl.ed them~ and 1311, 
when Henry VII. King of the Romans, desoonded upon Lombardy 
JOR., Soholz, editor. Def'ensor Pacis, p. liv, 
JlJ. Haller, .21?• .2!l•• P• 195; 1. 19. 
16 
and received the ilton crown at Milan on J&nU&l"J 6. Padua 
also accepted an imperial ~!car and paid tribute.32 This 
also is generally a, ns1dered to rei'er to the time when 
Padua waa ruling ove~ ·vieenza, when it had a regauni. 
Haller, on the other hand11 translates the term "when the 
king ruled in Padua", "when the kingdom lingered 1n Padua" , 
33 
' 1when the king stopped of£ in Padua". Sinoe that never 
happened" he thinks it means "when in Padua a kingly l'llle 
obt ainedn, just the opposite .fr.om the other scholars, 1n 
ot her wordso This occurred when Bishop Aimo o!' Gen.f, a 
v i oa.r of lieru:ry VII. stayed there !'rom June 20g 1311, until 
March 15~ 1312, at which time the emperor's men were 
f.or eibly ejected • .31~ Haller thinks it is much more reauonable 
t ha·t Mussatc would refel" to a limited period of nine menths 
t o r ecall something to Mars1gl1o•s mind rather t han t o a 
per iod or f ifty-five years, which the other interpretation 
would involve. On that we must agx-ee. Now let us baek 
track a little beto~e we conclude this line of reasoning. 
In his poem,35 Mussato reminds MaraigJ.io that at an 
earlier time,Paduae. ~ regna manerent, he wavered between 
medi cine and law. Mussato, knowing Mars1glio's chsx,acter, 
32oe K. Brampton,~·~., P• 502e 
33J. Haller, ~· ill•• p •. 172. 
J4Ibid. -
1.7 
ad.vised hi?fl to study medicine• since he, could attain tame 
and .fortune more qu1ekly 1n that field. His young friend 
took his advice and. left home and family with his medical 
books in order t o study medieine. Ai'ter some t 1me ~ he 
forsook his studies and entered the service ot Cangrande 
della Scala and Matteo Visconti. Apparently not satisfied 
with that lire, he studied with an "egregius doctor" for 
t wo years, and then went back into the affairs of the world, 
evidently i n the se·rvice or the GeX'mans. It waa at that 
t bn.e that; the letter was writ-ten, pleading with .him to 
return to scholarship before it was too late. All the 
events t hat took place in the poem lil>ul.d involve a minimum 
0£ about fi,re yeB.J.."S and a probable maximum €>f fi.tteen. 
Now if Paduae ~ regne._ manerent re.ters to the time 
bet·ween l256 and 1311, then the poem could have been written 
at any tin1e between 1261 and l.326, which means that the 
te:rin would have no value in dating the poem. However, if 
we translate it as Haller does, dating Maraiglio's dep&Fture 
:rrom home 1n 1311•12» that narrows the possible time of the 
poe1n ts f,\Ctual oomposi t ion to the peri.od between 1317 and 
l 327e I must say that I am much more convinced by Haller•s 
r eaooning and the way in which he subsequently works out 
t he e:hronology ot Mars1glio's lite than I am by the con-
clusi ons of Brampton and others; therefore; I shall .follow 
hi s lead in this respect. The actual. date which Haller 
assigns to the writing of the epistle is 1319, just before 
i -
J.8 
Me.rsigliova return to Pario,36 / Prev1te-Orton6 beJ.ieves 
tha't it was wi•itten after Marsiglio had .fled to Germany 
Yl i n 1326.- He baa.es thi.s on the 1'ollow1ng lines: "!usta 
nee· un1us teneant nos v1neula papae. Quid prohibet multos 
hoc nostro tempore papaa Concessisse suis .fundos et praedia 
38 poaae?n Ha believes these lines indicate that Marsiglio 
w'as lmoi.,m as an oppone7+t of the pope. Haller· discounts this 
on t he basis of' the re.ct that it would be !rnpi-obable tor 
Musse.t o to be urging Ha.raiglio to. return to scholarship 
bef ore it ia too late 3.,f the latter had already written 
t he De.fensor Paoie and had b.eeome j.d~nt1f'1ed with Ludwig 
t he Bavarian. 39 However,, I think Previte-Orton• s interpre·• 
t ation of the above ... quoted lines to be a tenable one·, .if 
not exclusively so. The new$ of the Defensor P~eia reached 
Italy rather slowly_. and exac.t details were especially late 
in arrl ving there. Marsiglto had left his s.tudies before 
a.?'ld had returned; perhaps he would do so again. Could not 
t he germ.anus ensi•40 to which Mussato refers be that of 
Ludwig the Bavarian? Aft.er allt it a.eems that Maraiglio 
a..~d Jea.~ de Jandun were disguised as mercenaries tor their 
flight. The evidence is not conclusive either way; the 
-·------
36Ibid .. , P• 181. 
37Marsiglio de Padua, 21?.• cit.~ o .. w. P.-o •. , ed.-, p. ix. 
38J. Haller, op. 
39 Ibid., P• 170. -
cit., p,.., 197, 11. 89 .... 91. 
4°1bidej p. 195, 1. 9. -
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., 
1.~portant thing Haller and Prev1te-O~ton agree upon--the 
later date of Mussatot$ poem and the ettect that has upon 
the chronology of Mars1gl1o's life,- which I shall follow 
in ·this theais. 
~rnat is the relationship of this conolus!on to the 
birth ot: 11ar:dglio7 Let us sum up the. present situation. 
Musaato wrote his poem to Marsiglio between 1317 and 1327. 
The use of the tel'm -oulchra florente iuve.nta 1n the poem 
requires that Marsiglio b& no younger than twenty~rive 
and no older than fi£ty. We have now reached the limits 
0£ the possibilities which the poem presents as far as the 
birth of Marsiglio ia concerned. Those limits aro the 
years from 1267 to 1302. For reas·ons we shall soon giveg 
the t,e_r_E11nus _!.!! quem le l.OltenableJ therefore. so far we 
have reached one conclusion about the 11.t'e of Marsigl1o: 
he was not born before 1267; that is, if you ac.oept the 
authenticity of the poeill and beli.eve that Mussato was not 
joking when he used the term .pulehra florente !uventa 
irt connection with MariJiglio• the latter of which especially 
you. wou.ld be completely justified in assuming-" So ra:r, 
everything has been gueaa•work; we shall now attemp~ to find 
t he te!'minua !_<! siuemg thi~ time using more tteliable and 
factual material. 
The first fact \..d~ich we can determine with complete 
certainty in the life ef Mars1g11o is that ·at the end of 
1312 and the beginning of l.313 he served as the reotor of 
20 
Par~s - University. Thero we~e certain requirements for 
those that filled this position, and, by deter.mining these, 
we can discover at lea.st the latest date possible tor 
Maralglio' s birth. To do t}'\4s, we· .shall have to jump 
a.head somewhat in our narrati.ve. The only aoadara.1c require·-
:m.ent for the reotorship was the de-gree, l~a~ister artium. 
Since the middle or t h $ 'Phirteenth Century, 1n order to 
obtai n the masterts de~~ee , one had to have attained the 
e.e;e of twenty years and had to have studied .from f'ow to 
" 4l five years. It 1s not ·o&rtain whether Marsiglio arrived 
111 Pe.ris with a. deg?'eo .fl."om ·the unive-rsity or Pa~ua or 
·whether he took his m.asterts degree right - there in Paris. 
but; at or soon a.t'te1" his srrivaJ. in Pa?"is at the end of 
1311 he apparently had .it,;.42 and it is certain that he had 
it a year later when he assumed his duties· as the reotor of 
the \~~iversity. Haller points out that two regulations , 
which are sometimes applied 1n this :t'J.S.tte~ do not apply. 
The .first had beoane obs.oJ.eteJ it was one of the Statutes 
of Roberts of Co1.tr.>oon~ written in 1215,. ~n1ich required an 
age of twenty-one years and six years 0£ study for the 
ms.star's degree. 43 .The other was not 7et in force; this 
wa.s a regulation first attested ro.r the Fifteenth Century 
41Ibid. ,, p. 174. -
42Ibid. -4;1}if••· p. 17~-• o. K. Brampton calls this statute a 
bull O 6. 
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in which the ocoupant ot the rectorahip must have taught 
six years befo~e he beoamo el1g1ble.44 Thus, we can set 
the -,ears 1291•92 as the latest poa.aible for the birth date 
0f. Ma~~iglio. If you think it rather W'll.ikely that a twenty-
one•yeai-0old foreigner should be elected to the rectorahip 
of the Unb; e:rs1·ty of P8.l'1s, Haller verry kindly will allow 
you to subtract one or two years for good measureJt making 
hiru twenty-two or twenty • . tbree at the time of his election. 45 
At eny rateg we have now determined aa beat we can the widest 
limits for the year of Mars1gl1o•s biiwth; 1267 to 1292. 
How do 'the decisions 0£ the various scholars fit into these 
l i..YG.its? We have ·the satisi'action at least that no one 
exoeeda these ·11m1 ts ·at either end. R1ezler chooses the 
earliest date of all the scholars~ 1270, which gives him a 
three-year margin.46 Previte:orton oonjeotures that he was 
47 
born between 1275 and 1280, to whi:oh Scholz adds his 
48 assent. Brampton is substantially 1n agreement with these 
·t wo scholars; only he is more de.finite and sets the date 
49 50 at 1278. The nearer extreme is represented by Haller 
44Ib1d., Pe 174. 45 5 Ibid., Po 17 • -
460. K. Brampton; !?.E.• oit., - Po 501. 
47Mars1gl1o de Padua, Defensor Pac1s, ed111 c .. W. Previte• 
Orton, EE• .:_ill., p. ix. 
48Mars1gl1o de Padua, Defenaor Pao!s, ed. R. Scholz, 
21?.• cit.,, p. liv. 
490 • K. Brampton, 2£• oit.,, p .• 501. 
5oJ. Haller, .9.E• .2!i•, P• 174. 
'#l 
and llm"ant/' · who aet 1291 end 1290 u the 4at•, respectively, 
which gives them a one to two-year mugin0 Al.moat air7 of 
thego views is justifiable~ but I am 1n.ol1ned toward the 
l.atet"' dating of Haller tor_ l"aasons tmich I a hall adduce 1n 
the s \tocaeding chapters. 
Al though we know nothing ot Maraigl.1o •· a mother• we 
have a few fa.eta about bis i'atller. His natne, as ind.teated 
by !·h.t1JHJl!:'.to9 waa Bonus Mat1;h&euaf'
2 wh1oh 18 tound 1n several 
va:t•iat1.ona 11 ineluding nonmatteo
5l .and Bonmatheuso:S4, A Pa.duan 
dectttfiGii'lt of Ap}!lil• 1265" ind1c~~ee that Bomnatb.eua; son 
011' t.foh an..'11.o.S de Ma1nard11d.$ 1 was aot!ag es notuy of the 
5S . 
Ut'd:;q~i'nity of -Paduao fhi-lt w.aa a respectable occupation, 
but hardly 0n.0 or special distinction.. ln faet, !11.az-s1glio 
was bso~n irito a quite (!)W'lFlO!l tar.dly ,.'56 tor b.e is considered. 
~'7 
a ~G:e;v.lar Paduan ao..201iµ,i~ and ~s called o,1V.~! Paduanus 
5lc& Ko Brampton~ 02• oit., P• 50le 
52 J (I) Haller, ,22.e ~·~ p •. 195, lo 2. 
5Jc. W0 P.itev1te-Orton0 "Ma.Paigl!.o or Padua~ Doetr1nes1'a, 
-.~.!. !tUo, Po· 4o .. ·': .. ,: . ~ ,·, ~ ; . . . • . . 5!> r.: 
54cQ Ko Brampton, £1?.• .ill•• P• $02. Ibid., Po ;,Ol. 
56n. Lo p·oole,. Illustrations !£ the ·n1.c1t_m or ~1ed1,eeva1 
1'~¥'f1t (London, Williams and Horfate,li'Bli1, l>• "76lici 11e 
eel s !'t a "plain burgho1~, a .i"a.ndly • 
~·1 , 
;.; •nar.aigllo ·de Padua,, M• ,!'it •• ea. c. w., Previte-Orton, 
Po :tx. 
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plebe.1us by h1s friend Mussato.58 There is some question 
about his family name, but it 1s quite certain that it is 
59 
Mainardini" l1h1oh also is spelled in a variety of ways; 
60 
such as, Maynardine, Mainardinis and Marquardino. This 
name is the one most frequently used 1n the documents .or 
the day(t In a bull or J0hn XXII a canonry ia given to 
61 
Marsi gl i o de Uayne.rd1no, author ot the Defensor Pacis. 
The mix-up resulted because Riezler claimed that the tamily 
62 
name was Raimondini. He based this upon the fact that 
Mussato calls him "Mars111us de Raymundinis". However, 
this is the only instance in which this family name is 




Mow we enter into one of the many completely obscure 
port ions of Maraiglio's life, his youth. · This is the period 
which extends from his brith until 1312•13, when we know 
he was in Paris and became .the rector of the Universitye 
58~., p. ix. 59c. W0 Previte-Orton, .21?.• .2!!•, Po 4o 
6oJ.· Sullivan, "Marsiglio of Padua and William. oT 01.:k• 
ham," American Historical Review, II (1896•97), 4].o. 
61 c. K. Brampton,. .2E• .ill•, p. 502. 
62J. Sulliv~, 2.£• ill_e, P• 4J.Oe 
63 ' p. 502. c. K. Brampton, .21?• ill•• 
64J. Sullivan, 2.£• !!!.•, P• 410. 
For some this is a longer period than for others, and all 
those that date Muasato*s poem early would include all of 
the act ivities contained therein in this period.
65 
However, 
I am f ollowing Haller•s chl"onology, and I 1shall treat most 
of t hose matters, including his re.t'utat1on of their 
ohronology, in later chapters. 
It seems fairly certain that Mars1glio began his 
66 education at his home-town university. This woul.d be 
only natural, especially since his father was 8I11plo7ed 
by t hat institution. Most boys at that time began to study 
at t he university when they were fourteen or fifteen years 
old, although Mars1gl1o may have begun one or two years 
later~ which would make 1306-07 the latest time when he 
beoame a atudent. 67 (The course lasted five or six years, 
ending when the student was about twenty years old, which 
is the main reason I chose that figure as the earliest 
general time when one could use the term pul·chra !'lorente 
1uventa to describe some one. Then life truly began to 
• bloom.) One of the subjeota he studied was undoubtedly _ 
medicine~ which he studied in the Averroistic medical school, 
for Mussato relates that when he left he took his medical 
65Fo1• example, Brampton, Riezler, and Valois. 
66Marsigl1o de Padua, 2E.• ~., ed. R. Scholz, p. liv. 
67J. Haller,~·~., PP• 174-5. 
68 ., 
books with him. Previte-Orton believes that he had already 
qualified in medicine by 1311,·
69 
but he baa no e'Vidence to 
prove it except Muasato·•·s letter, wh1oh ta 1nsuf'l'1o1ent 
because o! its unoertain dating. He probably also studied 
philosophy there, but one cannot tell whether he received 
a degree in that field. 70 It ia also p~·ly eonJeotural 
whether he came in contact with the renowned Paduan Aver0 
roist» Peter d'Abano, here or elsewhere. 
One of' the great questions~ this period is whether 
or not Me.rs1glio studied law at Orleans. One reason this 
question is answered positively !a to solve the legend that 
Marsigli.o was a :famous juriscons ult who had been sent by 
the University of Orleans along with the rest of its 
delegation to plead with the king for pe1-mission to 
enlarge the soope or its activities •. 71 Thia is absed on 
a paasage in the Pefensor .P.acls 1n which he states that 
he saw, heard, and experienced how the university ot Orleans 
through envoys and letters attempted to shal"e some or the 
68Ibidea Pe 196, l. 43. - · 
69Marsigl1o de Padua,~•~., ed. C. W. Previte-Orton, 
p. ix. c. K. Brampton;~· cit., p. 503, agreea, .basing 
his conclusion on the use of~& term '2,hJ"sicUJT1 in the title 
of' the poe.'D. and considering l.312 a.a the ea~ when the poem 
was written. 
'lOJ. Hal1er. 2J?.• ~., P• 173• 
71c. K. Brampton,~· Qtt .• , P• 504. 
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px-1vileges of Paria Univeraity. 72 These events took plao.e 
at the end of 1,312. Since 1306 Orleans had had a privileged 
university• bv.t only for civil and oanon law. It was 
first in 1.312 that they ma.de attempts to aet up an arta 
faculty~ but the l{ing unequivoc.all7 torb"ade it on December 21, 
1312. 73 This is the ti.?O.e when we are aUl'e that M8.J'S1gl1o 
had been eleeted as recto~· or the University or Paris • . 
Thus g t his not only doe a na·t prove that Mars1gl1o was a 
student at Or lean.s ., but 1-t.; a1,o pl'oVes all the more oon• 
elusivel y that at the end of 131.Z he was in Paris as a 
merabei• of' the teaching master·a or the University, 1n a 
position of authority, and thus having an opportunity to 
see t;he goine;s-·on.. '!'his is the position not only or Haller, 
but a.lso o'f: R1ezler and ''alois-. 74 There are other re6.sons 
why s.aholax-s do not think he a.tudied e.t Orleans. One 1a . 
that Ri ezler could find no evidenc.e of the tact in the 
annals or the University there.. Howevet". a c·omplete 
7$ 
rotul i.iS was rare at a.n7 uni verei t7, and evidently his --- .... 
stay there could not have been too extensive 1n 8If3' oas~. 
A more valid argument against his studying at Orleans is 
-------
72 J . Haller, op. cit., pp. 175 r .• 
73 76 Ibid.,. p., l . • -74o. K. Brampton, .2E.• ill•• p., 505. 
7.5Ib1d. -
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the claim that he displayed a complete lack of knowledge 
of law.76 P~evit,~orton gives h:lm credit tor knowing a 
little about canon law, but that ia about as tar u he will 
go. 77 Riezler and Valois teat1f7 alao to his ignorance 
of civil law. Any knowledge ot civil law displayed in the 
Defensor Pacie they credit to Jean de Jandun. "However" , 
queries Bramptona "what about the De.fensor Minor> in whioh 
J0an had no hand at all?" 78 · Soholz• on the other hand11 
substantiates the claim ot th.ose that say that Marsiglio 
was no leerned jurist by pointiog out the limited use of 
79 
Juri~tic sou~ces in the Detensor Pacis.. There is some 
positive evidenoe about the ·tact that Mars1glio may have 
studied lawa even though he perhaps did not know veey much 
about it. The main piece 1s the statement ot Ludwig the 
Bavarian in which he told. Benediot XII that the reaaon he 
retained Marsiglio and Jean 1n his service despite the fact 
that they had been excommunicated was that they were ot 
80 
value to him as .lawyers. Knowing Ludwig's great capacit~ 
ror hedging and circumventing the truth ror his own pUl'poses. 
this statement has little v-alue. Brampton conjectures that 
Marsiglio did study at Orleana, and thus became better 
· 76J. Haller,. ~· ill•» P• 17$. 
77Mars1glio de Padua, .2.2• c1~•• ed. C. W. Previte-Orton. p. x. 
78a •. K. Brampton, 21?.• !!i~• P• 505. 
79Mars1glio de Padua, .2E.• ~-~ ed. R. Scholz, p. lxiv. 
80c .. Ko Br&lnpton, ~· ~., P• 505. 
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81 suited by age and experience tor the reotorahip at Peria. 
Haller rather oonolus1vely squelches that• however. when 
he po·ints out that Paris ·saw 1n Orleans a veey unwelcome 
I 
riv.al at that time, and .anyone coming tram there was not 
at a.11 especially weloome,.82 Brampton has a telling point, 
however, wl1en he comments that Mal'siglio•a wavering between 
medicine and law, whic~ M~ssato indicates 1n his poem. 
would hardly be plaus1 ble if· he had not devoted some time 
83 
to the study of it as weil aa of medicine. Haller again 
counters by wondering why, 1!' he had studied law, llhioh 
was possible, he did not do- that at home.84 After aii,. 
Padua was a migrant trom the great "Mother ot Laws"~ 
Bologna. University. This is probably especially the caae, 
because Mussato~ speaking ot the time when Marsiglio. 
taking his advice to s~op wave:r!ng between law and medicine 
and ohoose medicine with its·· emoluments in preference to 
85 
the· long waiting and d1$~ppo1nting uncertainty ot the bar, 
left home to study medicine,: undoubte·dly at Faris• describes 
his departure in a way ,which seems ·to indicate that be1'ore 
then he had stuok pretty olose to home. This would 
81Ib1d. 
82J. Haller, !!Po• .!!!.•, P·• 176. 
8 .3 · it · 50·r:! c., K. Brampton, .2E• ,.g__., P.• · ;;,. 
84J. Haller-,. $?• ill•, P• 176. 
S.$C. K-o- Brampton, ~· ill•; P• .503• 
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eliminate the possibility o~ a period of study at Orleans, 
since no one can fit it in after his Parisian period.86 
Where do we · stand now? So tar we have detel"ll11ned that 
Marsiglio was born in Padua ot relatively humble p&l'entage 
around 1290. After a period of study at the local univer-
sitya i ncluding probably medicine, philosophy. and perhaps 
law~ he sough·t; the advice of his older .friend• Mussato, 
who advised him to take up the study of medicine. To do 
t his, he left his fer.illy and homeland behind him around 
1311• 12, Pa<l;u~ ~ reS!:!a manere~t, and we next £ind him 
in Paris. That takes us to the next chapter. 
86J . Haller., E..E.• ill_., P• 173. 
OHAP'.l'BR III 
THE YEARS 'OF WANDERING 
Paris 
And so Marsiglio went t.o Peria, . and her·e _we must pause 
for~ moment, tor one cannot pass by a beaut1.ful 1ady without 
at leaat. a passing glanee. 'We today would perhaps stand 
aghast at the sights, a·o.unds·, an<3: smells ot Paris at that 
timej but wnong western ~'Ur'opean c1t1ea of the age she 
was quite a jewel. Her great cathedral had b.een oompleted 
almoat a century betor~,· ~n her unique location contri-
buted much to her beaut-y-.. She· had lately been the scene 
. :: ; 
tor the somewhat less the;n ·,b'eauti.ful turmoil between the 
.. 
Papacy and the king ot .FI"~~~; 1n which the latter, Philip 
··. · . . '• 
the F~ir 11 dealt some of_ ··th:e: most t*3ll.1ng death blows to ... . . . 
the medieval papacy. In the· background of th1-a at.Nggle 
. . : . ~ . 
of' s··.ate versus Church W~S" the "popular oppos1t1on to 
·'4· ; 
absolutism or any kind. t.S!ther gov~rnmental or ecclesiaa• 
l ·, .. ; . . 
tioa1. The University of. Paris .sided with t"he king 1n 
his attitude toward the p~paoy and in his appeal :f"rom. the 
. 2 
pope to a general council.. . The and result of the conflict 
was tllat the king aec~cf .the eleo-t1on of a Fr,enoh pope 
1R. Scholz, "Mars!iius ·vo~ P-adua und die !dee der Demo• 
kra,tie/' Zeitaahrift !E!. -Pol'itik., I (1907); 69. 
2J. W. Allen, . "M~.sil.1~. ot .fadua and Mediaeval Seoulariam, n 
The Social and Political ld6aa ot Some Great Mediaeval 
1l'llrni"ers, ea.'""F. J·. Hearnshav (ton.dona o. o. llarl'ap & Oo., 
Ltd.~- 192.3), p. 167. . · 
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and a majority of French cal'dinala, with the subsequent 
removal 0£ the papal court to Avignon.3 The university 
was one of the most venerable and influential institutions 
of its kind'1 and it becente the mother and grandmother 
of other universities. In theology it held first place 
among all medieval un1vers1t1es.4 Her medical. school 
ranked with those of the Universities or Bologna, Sa1erno, 
and Montpellier in its excellence.S Lan.franc had taught 
the1~e in this departme11t at the end of the Thirteenth 
Century, and his i'mne and tradition still lived on there. 6 
The Uni Ye1)sity itseli' had developed from the cathedral 
aohoole of Notre Dame, st. Genevieve, and st. Victor'1 
7 with Notre Dame retaining the most 1n1"luent1al position. 
By the beginning oi' the Fourteenth Centu?91, the university 
waa becoming more and more independent of the schools from 
which it or1ginated'1 and it had few rivals in Europe as 
a oen·ter of thought and education. PBF1B was one of the 
most likely places a young man anxious to obtain fame 0 
Tortune, and an eduoation would go. So Marsiglio, desirous 
3Ibid0 , pp. 167 t. -
4o J Thatcher and F. Sohwill, Euro!e in the Middle 
(Ne; Y~rk: Charles Scribner's Sons.89oT,~ 600. 
5J. O'Sullivan and J. F. Burns, Medieval Europe (New 
York: F. s. Crotts, 1943), P• 328. 
6J. J. Walsh, The Thirteenth, Greatest of Centuries 
(12th editionJ New l'orkt Fordn~ Unlverslty--P-ress, 1952), Po 87. 
7J. O'Sullivan and J. F. Burns, .2E,• ~., P• 320. 
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of obtaining all three, appeared in Paris shortly before 
1312. 
University Rectorahip 
It has always been something ot a problem that the 
first positive evidence that we have about Marsiglio's 
presence in Paris involves his .election to the reotorship 
of the university(j It seems rather strange that an apparently 
young man with ltttle z,eputation and as little veal.th~ a 
t.'oreignex~ ot: humble origin, should be chosen to this post. 
Valois haa him coming to Paris as a "oelebrite na1ssante", 
but he has no evidence to uphol.d this statement, even 
though t he f olks at home apparently ha.d great hopes :for 
8 
him. Moi•e likely is the supposit..i.on that he had been 1n 
Pa1 .. i s :tor. ao:rne ti.rite be.fore his eleotion and had built up 
a r0pu·tation for himself. There is no substantial evidence 
9 to suppor t that statement either. Most soholars feel 
that some expl.anat1on fol' his election mu.st be advanced 
because or the importance ot the of£1oe. Brampton calls 
it t he h i ghest university magistrature of the time1
10 
ll 
Sullivan also talks about its importance, but Haller seems 
8J. Haller, "Zur Lebensgeaohichte dea Mars1l1us von 
Padua, " Zeitsehri.t't tu.r Kirohengesohichte, XLVIII (1929) , 1.74. 
9
J:b1do, Po 173• -
lOo. Ko ·Brampton, "Marsiglio ot Padua, Lire," English 
Historical Review, XX.XVII (1922), P• 505. 
llJ. Sullivan, "Marsigl!o of Padua and William or Oakham," 
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slightly skeptical about that tact.12 since there is no 
positive evidenoe adduced to prove hia opinion. The standing 
of the recotrship was not established until the middle of 
13 . 
the Fourteenth Oentury. so that at Mars1glio'a time it might 
not l1ave had the prestige 1t later atta1nedo Originallyg 
it apparently wa.s a I'athe:r sul;>ord1nate office. It was the 
duty of.' the chanoellor of the oathecil'al to license competent 
masters to open aoho-0ls neaF the cathedral.14 He retained 
this power even after the wiiversity developed. for the 
Cathedral Sehool of Notre Dame was the most inf'luential 
of the three that made up the un1vers1tyw The licensed 
master s in time formed an association. This Society became 
a corporate body~ more or leaa a, guild• not later than 1175, 
which marks the beginning o.t Pa.t'is Univers.ity. In 1210 
Innocent III recognized thia Soeiety as a oorporat1on. 
Then began a struggl~ ~etween the maate~s and the chancellor· 
of No·cre Drone to aohieve domination. The ehancellor w.as 
authorized to license masters; the Society admitted the 
licentiate to its membership. Both were required in order 
to teach at the University. Eventuallyt the ~~ctor, the 
American Historioal Review, II ( 1896-97), 410 •. 
12J. Haller, .91?.• o.it •• P• 175. 
13 J. Sullivan, .21?• £!l•• P• 4].0. 
14:tr. o. Taylor, The Medieva~ M1n4 (4th edition; 
Cambridge, Mass. i Hamre! Un1ver~lty J>reas, 1941), II, 
413•15. I have excerpted the rollowing information about 
Paris University from these pages. 
elected head of the masters, d1spl~~ed the chancellor aa 
the real head of the Ul".1.veraity. It 1s rather difficult 
to determine at just what ~tage of development the con• 
troversy had reached by Marsiglio•s time. 
· 'l'he recto1~ was elected quarterly and for one term. 
Marsiglio 's term of rectorship could not .have begun before 
September 149 1312~ nor could it have extended pa.st May 5, 
13139 l.$ since others were inouml:>ent before · and after those 
dates. The elections th.at year took place on October 10 
16 
and December 16, 1312, ru.1d on Ma:rc-h 19 and June 22, 1.313., 
It is most probable that. his· term began on Deoember 161 
l312D and €xtended until March 19, 1313., since it is on 
record that he signed two statutes before the duly-oon• 
gregated in.asters of the !'our faculties on the -Feast ot 
the Blessed Gregory, March 12,. 131.3.17 That appears to 
be his only oft'ioial aot that was pre.served for posterity; 
it was one of his duties to assemble the £aoult1es and 
propound new statutes, since the old ones were apparently 
not always strictly adhered to.18 About his other duties 
we know little~ out Haller thinks that the position was 
closer to the contemporary chairman of the general student 
l5J. Sullivan,~· cit., P• 4.J.O. 
l6Ibid. -
170. K. Brampton,. .21?.-• ~., P• 504. 
l8J. Sullivan~ S?E• ill.•, P• 410. 
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committeea (Allgemein~ Studenten•Auasohiiaae).19 The 
university was o~ganized into four ta~ultie~1 eu-ta, law, 
the·ology.1> and medicine, each or whioh had a dean. The 
student s were or ganized by nations, uaually representing 
the ter~itori al sections ot E-urope rather than individual 
countr ies, and each of these had a prootor. All of these 
wer·e under the ·supervision 0£ the rector, who was also the 
deai1 of' the arts faculty. IJ;'hua, to be chosen rector, one 
had to be a mei11be:t1 Qf the f'aculty 0£ arts, engaged in 
te~chings The r eoipient had tQ swear that he was graduated 
from a univer sity having at least twelve teachers and that 
he had studi ed arts during six years.
20 
Apparently 
Maraigl io had fulrilled t hose requirements. Since he had 
probably been i n Paris not more than one year previous 
to his e l e ction» Haller tlu.nk2 ;bbat he must have done pretty 
well i n t hat year, soon revealing his individuality and 
21 
ability~ s o that he was eleoted to the re.otorship. It 
is not at all unusual that a foreigner should be elected 
to that posi tio11, for his predecessor was Eme:rio oi' Denmark 
22 
and his s uoceasor was Nicholas ot Vienna. That !'act 
resolves one- ot the diff iculties concerning his election. 
19.J. HaUer, 2£• .5?111•, P• 115. 
20 J. O' Sullivan and J. F. Burns, g;e. cit., PP• 321 r. 
,1 173 • ... J. Haller, op. cit., P• - -
22 
C-o K. Brampton, ~· ~·, P• 504. 
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There is another .facti1Jr that sheds a li·ttle light on the 
election o.f such a young man to the office of rector. 
During the pr evious century interest in the arts waned, 
and metaphysical philosophy came to the tore. Study in 
the arts came to be looked upon more and more aa a prepara-
tion ror advanced work in ·the other fields of learning. 
especi ally theology. One would obtain hie masterts degree 
in arts and then study f or a medical or theological degree. 
A result of this trend waa that the arts ~ou?'se waa .shortened 
and the mnnber of H8$istri w.>tium increased. These masters 
far exceeded in numbers those ot' the upper facUltiea or 
law, t -heol ogyg and medioine; and they were also ~onsiderably 
younger. Because or their · nun..ier1ea1 superiority, the· 
membez,s of' arts .faoulty were d.ominant. and the other 
faculties acquiesced to ·iiheir decisions. 
23 
Accord1ngl7, 
it i s not diffioul.t to 0011Jecture that the ~i e-zty Italian 
captured the hearts and .th~ imaginations or his youthful 
colleagues !n short order,. and they subs.equently elected 
. him ·co the highest office wl>.ioh ~Y could bestow, the 
other faculties agreeing; perhapa with r .eluctanoe. It was 
a1so t he rule that most ot' the arts raasters were actually 
the Same time.
24 
students in the higher faculties at 
Therefore. Marsiglio might well have been studying medicine 
23H. o. Taylor, .22• c1t. ; P• 414. 
24Ib1d. g P~ 415. -
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vhlle he was teaching at Par1a. (At that time Paria had 
a separate medical faoillty; that was not the oase at all 
universities., for some taught it under the arts faculty as 
a bran~h of philosophy~ oalling it phye1aa.)2~ Thus. 
in the title of his poem~ Mussato calls Marsiglio a physicus, 
26 physio1ru~. (He mentions nothing about Marsiglio's being 
a lawyero) The textbooks included just about al1 of the 
great tJ:teat:tses r1~om classical t1mea ~n. The work of the 
French and German medical historians ha.a revealed that the 
oourse of s tudi es was 11ot so theoretical and lilll1ted to 
the ancient aut horities as waa onoe belie,ved. 
27 It waa 
often very practical., but in aorn.e places ~u.rgal'y was 
trowned upon~ eapeaia.lly by the Ohuroh. In f"act, soon 
aftei"' 1300 t he medical faculty of the Univ·er·sity o:r Paris 
dec·lar•ed itseJ.f' oppo;;1·ed to uurgery, out the apparently more 
enlightened Univer•sitJ· or Bologna e.t abou.t the same time 
began regular dissection;~ absolute prerequisite for 
successful surgical practice. Although the barbers often 
took care of the surger"y, there was not at tha.t tin1e 1n 
most places the present~day distinction between ::iedieine 
and surgery. 28 · ·· 
2.,J o o t Sullivan and J. F. Burns, .2£• ill•, P• 328. 
26J. Haller, .2.a.• .s,!i., P• l9S. 
27 J • J • Walsb., .2'e.• ill••· .P• .90. 
28G. a. Coulton, Medieval Panorama (Cambridge: The 




It i s int eresting to obs$rve the attitude or the . 
Church towards surgery-. In twelfth and thirteenth-
oentlll_'Y concili~ decrees, th~ ~egul.ar olergy were for~ 
bidden to study or practice medicine. The following rea-
sons wer e gi ven: 
• a 6 a.bandomnent or neglect oi' mo11astie life 
by many clerical doctors J negleot of the c·are of 
souls. or t h t-il• ow:n. ~pil'itus.l welfare; e.varice. 
pursuit of medical praotice £0:r purely temporal 
advant ages; indeco~iouanesa , for ele~gyme~, of 
aome medi cal wor k:, and danger to ~odesty. 
In 1215 t he Fou.TJth Lateran Council f"orbade all grades or 
regular and aacula~ clergy to perro~ 3urgery involving 
JO 
caut01,y and inci.51on. These decrees apparently would 
ae6!1l to negate the possibility that Maraiglio was a 
Francis can ·aompletely and oall into question the suppes1t1on 
that he was a secular, priest, although there is no reoord 
that he perfonned any surger-3 , and other priests studied 
and even ts.ught medi cine (William ot Brescia, tor instance, 
who was per haps Mars1gl1o•s teacher)~ . 
One or the constantly reoccurring questions among 
scholars 'Who study this e1•a is the relationship between 
Marsiglio and William of Q(;lcham. ~he1•e is a rather wide 
variation of opinion ooncerning that prQ~lem, and their 
proximity in t !me·, plaoe, and ideas ha& not measurably 
eased the problem. Son1e .feel that Ookham Wluenoed 
29.r. O'Sullivan and J. F'. Burns, 2E• ill•• P• 330. 
JOibld. -
39 
Mara1gl1o J 1.n fact P that is the genel"ally•held opinion • . 
A smaller numbe~ feel the opposite 1a the eaae. Some ~eel 
there was no interaction between the two, and others feel 
that they influenced each other. cTamea Sullivan bas sur-
veyed this .field adrnir·ably, 31 and I owe mo&t ot my mater!~ 
to that source. 
William of Oakham 
It was for ~any yeB.l's an accepted fact that Ookham 
taught at the University oi' Paris, the mothei- of his o'WD 
home u.niveraity0 Oxford, lt was there in Paris ·that he 
was supposed to have come in contact with Mars1gl1o, whom 
he infected with his heretlcal dootrinea concerning the 
poverty of Christ and opposed to the papacy. Rie.zler 
says: "It waa Ockham,. who was yet teaching at Paria, who 
exei-aiz·ed such e. deep 1nfluenoe on the mind or his Italian 
32 colleague." Poole also affirms: "At that time, the 
Invincible Doetor~ Williara of Ockham. held undisputed 
supremacy over the minds of the Parisian soholara.n33 
Poole continues: "• •• there can be little doubt that 
Marsiglio learned very much .f.'rom him 1n the years they 
were together 111 Paria.".34 Yet Sullivan maintains that 
the 
3lJ. Sullivan., .91?.• cit., pp. 409-426, 593-610. Most ot 
material for this aeMon is drawn from this source. 
l 
32 
~-Q p. 414. 
3Ja. L. Poole, Illustrations of the Hiato17 of Mediaeval 
Thought (London, Williams and Rorgce-e,-,;6e4) • P• 264. 
34Ibid.~ p. 276. 
' 
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there 1s no evidenoe at all that Ockhalll ever taught in 
ParisQ and that, if he did, it coincided with one ot 
Maps1glio 9s stays in that city. He also ·questions wl~ether 
Ockhazt1 we:J?e older than Mo.rs1gl1o .. JS ( Indeed, Ockham • s 
life is about as poorly documented es Mars1gl1o•a.) Hal1er · 
sides with Sullivan 1n this case. for he contradicta 
Scholz~ who says that Marsiglio baaed muoh of his thinking 
on the theology and nominalistio philosophy of the Parisian 
36 
scholars. He contends that the nominalism or the 
later itiddle Ages~ which would have been brought there by 
Oekhaxna were not known ln Parish while Mars1gl1o was there. 37 
However, Taylor stoutly maintains that Ockb.am was lecturing 
. · 38 
with distinction in Paris in 1320, which is very close 
to the t ime that Haller assigns to the beginning of 
Marsig.l io's ruost extended period of residence 1n Paris. 
Sulli van a1:ll11S up William's lite aa followa.>9 The 
first cer tain date concerning Ockham is a bull of John XXII 
directed to tha Bishop of Ferrara and B&logna, dated 
December l; 1323, 1n which he refers _to a certain ·sermon 
which Ockham was supposed to have preached in Bologna, op-
posing t he pope's conception or apostolic poverty. Shortly 
35J. Sullivan, 9.2• ill•1- P• 4,16. 
36J. Haller, :?Jl• .ill•• p. 191. 
J7'Ibid. -
38iJ. o. Tayloi-, ~- ~·, P• 548. 
39J. Sullivan, .2£• .2!!•, P• lµ.6. 
attorward., hs was arrested end taken to Avignon to be tried. 
llG was t.hero 1'or alraOJt l'ouie yeora. On Hay 2>• l.328., he 
eao-.i,ed an~ fled to l'1ua d.n tiM> c01::1pany ot Hiobael ceaena 
and several. o.thel .. Go Pi@a wa~ at. that time under the control 
ot Ludwig. :wno wa~ i n I!OUI~· Mellnwhile John and the .orthodox 
o.1.'fiei w..a of lu.s or.d1;1~· we:a.~o- eending out bull.a OOlamanding 
that he be seized And. torb1dcUng 4n7ono to aaa1st him. 
June 61 1328, i..~s th.e date . ot h1a .exo01l'JmUn1oat1on. Moat 
ot tho i'ost of' h1s J..:i..t'e was spent. 1n the aerv1oe or Ludwig 
1n Oemna."'iY • whore he undoui:>t.eJdly Q4me into contact with 
Mars1gl.1o. He died 1n J.349, but no,t be.fo:re he had taken 
steps t o be reconciled with Ol~tn&nt VI. App8.X9ently, a 
sat1sfaetory ar~angement waa never reached. and he died 
outaide the fa~10'!! or the Oht.U-o.h. For hia wavel'ing• he 
earned the utmost eco~ tx-orn ThOJU.aiua, who, in hia 
Histo:::•ia Contention.is 1n·t~r· I§!rium !!. 6acerdot1wn of 
1722, has this to sa1 of Ockbam; na4u1ator, homo ambi• 
dexter., noutralista, t1midua, ••• peaaimum genus hominum 
ad max:Lrilas 'turbas in ttepublica exoitandaa. u40 
The e~ternal proof about the relat1on:sh1p between h1m 
and Mo.r.sigli-o ie inogncluai ve. There 1• no rooord of 
their having met before the publico.~ion of the Defenaoi-
Paeis. Clement VI, ~ a apNoh of_ Jul,,y ll.., 1343, whioh 
wa. dire·cted prilaarily aeain:at Lud:wig and Oc:kham, bad 
this to say: 
Hoe. di~imus propter 1llum Wilhelm.um Occam qui 
diversos errares co.ntz,a pote,statem et autoritatem 
sanote sedis docuit et dooet, et ab 1llo Guillelmo 
didecli:i et recepit. errorea 1lle. Mars111ua et multi 
al11. . 
'l'his seems to indicate a reoipr·ooal influence between the 
two, and Poole, whom we quoted before 1n connection with 
the influence ot Oekham on Maraiglio, s9.1a also the 
following: "Nor on th& other hand can it be questioned 
that Oekham in his turn tell strongly under the int'luence 
of the Italian speculator.n However, an earlier communi• 
cation :f'rom the pope, this time John XXII on January 21, 
1331, accused the Minorites,. among whom Ockham is included, 
of borrowing the heresy of Mar~1glio_42 It is true that 
as early as 1314 certain nominaliatio doctrines were 
condemned at Ox.ford, but 1 t was not until 1339 and 1340 
that the University or Paris prohibited tbs teaching or 
Ockham.ts philosophical doctrinea.43 Since Ockham had been 
excommunicated over ten years before. and even the correct 
teachings of a heretic were viewed with ausp1oion, it is 
possible that his philosophical teachings reached Paris 
only very slowly. At any rate, his rirst anti-papal 
writings appeared perhaps in 1330; at the latest 1)32,
44 
well after the completion or the Defenaor Pacis. Indeed 
41Ib1d., p. 4l6. 
43Ib1d • . , p. 606. 
42Ibid•• P• 426. -
441b1d., p. 413. -
43 
Ookham clearly implies 1n his letter Ad Fratrea M1norea -
that he had not even opp9sed the pope until 1328 and then 
only on theological and not politiaal grounds.45 Thia 
was also after the appearance of the Detensor Paoia, 
so on this one point Ook:ham definitely did not in!'luenoe 
Marsiglio, and the shoe might well have been on the othei-
foot. Thus, t he external evidence indicates that Ockham 
and Marsiglio did not even meet until after the publication 
of t he Def ensor Pacis, that no anti-papal writings of 
Oakham had appeared before that time; that nominalistie 
philosophy cannot be proved to have held away 1n Paris 
at t hat time, and that each waa aceused of influencing 
the othe~. That means that, unless that was done mediately, 
Ockham very likely did not influence Marsigl.1o before the 
writi..~g or the latter' s greatest work and that the .reverse 
might well have been possible. 
The internal evidenQe is a little more conclusi~c, 
but in a negative way. After diligently comparing the 
works of the two Fourteenth CentU17 thinkers, ·Sullivan 
oonoludee that although they are in agreement 1n many minor 
points, in the essentials, in the foundations or their 
theories, they not only do not agree, but they are opposed 
to each other.46 In their teachings about the state they 
45Ib1d. 0 p. 4l6. -
46Ib1d4, P• 42S. -
have almost nothing in comm.on. In their doctrines about 
the Church they have veey little in common. The same 
may be. said about their view~ concerning the relationship 
between the two. Ookham's primary interest and intluenoe 
47 were tneological; Marsiglio•s were pol1tioal. Thua, 
both exte1,nally and internally it 1s 1mpoas1ble to show a 
close connection between the two. Thia is aanewhat dis .. 
appo1ntingg for Ockham influenced Luther and Biel, who 
also S.ntluenced Luther, and we had hoped to be able to 
t1•ace a more direct line f'itom Marsiglio to Luther than 
is otherwise possible. The reason the names of the two 
are o.ften connected 1s that the minor pointe on which 
they were agreed were unique for their time; that accentua-
ted and exaggerated the relatio~hip between them. 
State, Church, and School 
The usual amount of' conjecture has been expended about 
the years between the end of Marsigliots term as rector 
o.f the University of Paris in 1313 and the next certain 
date we have ooneerning an actual activity of his lif'e• 
which does not come until 1319. It does not help that the 
series of events which is att~ibuted by aome to this period 
1.s placed in its entiret7 before 131.3 by others.4
8 
47Ibid., p. 607. 
48J. Halle~.~· cit., P• 167. 
45 
That is. detertnlned by the dating of Musaato' a poem, 
which we are setting late, so that we agree with the t'1rat 
0£ the two groups mentioned in the preceding sentence. 
We shal l see that Mars1glio·1a life falls very nicely into 
this pattern, while those that date the poem early have 
six years or complete silence during one, of the .most 
crueia.1 periods of his lite, the period after he had 
achieved a certain degree of prom:inence as the rector of 
a great and f amous university and be.fore he wrote the 
work which would preserve his name and tame for oentuisies. 
Af·t;er Mar ·siglio completed his term of office, he 
undoubtedly cont;inued as one of the teaching masters in 
the .fe.eulty oi' artse He probably also continued hie 
medical. studies. How long he remained in Paris at this 
time is uncertai n, but it probably was not longer than 
two yearse Musaato does not even mention this period• 
because, Haller believes, he no doubt considered it too 
short and unimportant. 1!-9 {That 1s probably also the 
reason Haller min1raizes the importance of the :rectoral 
office. Al l in all, that is probably the weakest point 
in Hal leris argument for dating the poetic epistle late.) 
Two years o~ teaching were required before one could take 
50 
the oath and be finally _ admitted as a master. Since 
1~9 Ibid.g p. 177. -
50J
0 
O'Sullivan and J. F. Burns, .!?R.• ~•• P• 323. 
46 
Hars1gl1o later returned and taught at the univera1tJ', 
he apparently i'ulfill6d that requirement. s.o that he JDUBt 
have 1 .. e1uained in Paris until the fall or 1313 at the 
51 
earliest. Brampton believes he stayed in Paris three 
yeai"·s after the end of his recto1"ship, studying and prac-
ticing raedicine. Then also he suppos~dly met Jean de 
Jand\,na> Albo1 .. tino of Casale, Miehe.el of Cescnn• and William 
of Ookham.52 After this period, Marsiglio supp~sedly 
became ce.non cf the cathedral 1n Paclua. This happened 
after he had been in th~ ael"Vioe of the enemies ot the 
pope. Gang1 .. ande della See.la an,d Matteo Visconti, which 
is slightly improbable., 
Haller'a account differs constda:a.bly 1n its chronology. 
Aooording t o nussato•~ poem. Ma.rsiglio £orsook his studies 
first to serve Cangrade della Scala53 and then Matteo 
Visconti:, who is alluded to by the use or the word Vipera, 
since t he viper was the o.nimal repreeented on Mntteots 
shield.54 Just when did this take plaoe? Haller places 
it 1n the period between l.314 and lJl6,5> to which Scholz 
assent a. 56 rt was during this period, after the death ot 
52c. K. Brampton, 212.• ill•, p .. 505. 
53 J. Haller, .2E• cit., P• 196, l. 51. -
5Q.lbiq .. , 1. 55. S5Ib1d., p. 177. -
56Marsiglio de Padua, Defensor P.aoia, ed. R. Scholz 
(Hanover, Hansche Buohhancllung, 1g32), P• lv. 
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_Emperor Henry VII, in the fall of 1313, that the host111t1ea 
in northern Italy rlared up again, and the par.ties 
i-eorgan1zed themselves, with the Oh1bellines l'orm1ng under 
the-,leadership of Verona and Mailand and the1r leaders, 
Oangrande and Matteo·. It is dii'fioult to SUl".alise how 
ar,. ardent patriot 1'rom one or the principal Guelph oitiea 
of Italy should suddenly ba d1scyve~ed 1n ths csmp or the 
Ghibellines. It is obvieus that flussa,to 4iaapp~oved or 
this action0 end it probably took some perauading to get 
Marsi.glio to join them.. Because ot that, Hall.er guesses 
that perhaps Marsigl!o was alread1 someone who ·was worth• 
while win.rling over.57 lie base.s his disagreement with 
those that place Mars1gl1o's pez,1od Qf servi.ce in northern 
Ita.J.y befor·e til.e rectorship in :Jlaris on .the :Collowing 
gi'oun.ds o C angrar.1.de we.a born in 1291, and he began to play 
an impor•tant role only after the appearanc6 of' ilenry VII 
in Italy. ln December, 1311., he bec8lne Alleinherrscher 
or Verona., and first aohievea real prominence in the 
wars against Padua ( i) 1n l)l.2•14. Matteo saa a i'ugitive 
!rClll Mailand until Henry VII gave him an opportunity to 
ret\llln at the end of ?i'ov~ber, 1311•: fhu.a it we.a not 
until the time that we know Mara1gl1o was in Faria that 
58 
he would have been able to serve those t..-o.. Verona, 
57 J. Haller, ER.• ill•, P• 176 • 
.SBibid.~ p .. 171. 
48 
Cangrande's city, at that time waa the home ot ·the banished 
1ntelleetual(l of Italy., and it 1·s possible that Hua1gl1o 
met Dante then.59 
Maraigl1o 9 s firat V!enture into politics seem-tngly 
did net bring the 4es1red re.aults to him, and he began 
to seek some other way to achieve his mnb1t1on, an assured, 
60 
respeoted_, in!'luential ·station 1n lite. Onc.e more he 
returned to his studies and .perhaps at the aame time 
turned to the Church. HOV<!-;he could have be~n aooeptable 
to the latter after hia service with the anti""papal 
Ghibellines is a mystery t ·o me, ·unless one remembers that 
it was not until later that beth Matteo and Osngrande 
were excommunicated, whieh occurred f~r Mattee 1n 1317-18 
61 
and for Ca.ng:rande 011 April 6., 1318. At fPl1' rate, on 
October 1411 1316, the new pope, Jobn XXII, awarded Msrsiglio 
with a oanonry 1n the oathedi-al of P$dua.~2 This did 
not necessarily indicate that the new pope and Marsiglie 
~ere especially friendly to e~~h other. A new pope always 
handed out these .posts without knowing most of the 
recipients. Thirty-five others received appointments on 
the same day e.s Maraiglio, and so 1t went on for weeks. 
59· · · t , it p 504 His re~erenoes · c. K. Brarnp on, ~·· .2._.,. • • "" , 
however, is to a later t"Ime. 
60
rh1d., p. 111. 
61 Ibid., p. 181. 
62c • K. Brampton,, ££• ill•, P• 506. 
49 
Thia waa the uaual w*J in wbtoh ••pee1allf aoholal'a auo-
ceed'ed to oftiee.o 63 !If1l.ler- thinka. that Kara1gl!,o mlgb.t have 
been sent to Avignon a(I. a. rep»e·s.et1tative· of the upper-
Italian Gh1bell1nea to the ne.w pope, 64 and it ia not 
impoao.ible to i.~ag1ne· 'that the pope, lad'Ding of Hara1gl1o•a 
in.constant s;pirit • may have avax-ded him- the canon17 1n 
the l1or,e, of winning him back ·to t-be Ohuoh• ainoa 'tq· that 
time t-Iers.!glio was pemaps a person of' some importance. we 
know that this .appointment we.a request.ed by Oll1'd1naJ.a 
Franoesoo Oaetani and Jaoopo Stetanesach1,: both Romana and 
6$ 
relatives ot Boniface VIII. Whether 1)he7 !l'.&de tbeil' 
request aa 1 .. epi~esent.ative.a· of' ·th$· Guelph faction 1n Rome 
or as t~iends of Maraiglio· by v111tue of' relat.1onabip or 
bribe ia unoerta.1.nit S®i8 thtnlc that Mara1gl1o niuat have 
been in Padua. to receive thia appo1ntl!lent; but that was 
' ' 
~dly neoes.sary 111 Bulei- oontenda that b:8 probably obtained 
at least this first appe·~~t 1n ;p~rson, tor he obtained 
it fi'om the po~e by tne ineiatent ui-gm.s• ot tw·o ROtllana, 
whom t he Pa.duan e.ould ~7 ha'.\Te app~oaQh•d in this reapeot 
except at t he papal court- 1n Avignon. 66 Tbua Hallel' would . 
have I~a.r-lJ:lgl1o• whe perhaDfJ f,.rat w&nt to Avignon a.a a 
repive-aentativ,e ot t .he ant1--papal GhlbeU1nea, end up 'b'1 
63J.,. l!aller
8 
gee Q1t., Po ~78. 64,Ibid., P• 18v. ,,,, 
6Smu~aiglio do Pauda, o.tem,or Pacia, ed. o. W·. Previte• 
O~ton (Callibridge: un1v&r1.-1fr Preast I'h!S'J~ P• x .. 
. o6J. Iial.ler. !£• 4ito-1 P• 179. 
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obtaining for himself a position under the pope, which aeema 
rather oontradiotory but which would be right in character 
with an opportunist like l1'ara1gl1o. Two yeara later, 
April 5, 1318" John oalls him his dear son and oanon of 
Padua and says that he is entitled to the first benetioe 
that fell vacant within the bishopric of Padua.67 It is 
logical to assume that he spent the intervening time in 
. 68 the canonry of the Paduan Cathedral. However, it is 
69 
impossible to prove that he ever assumed that office, 
although hie friend of now or later, Jean, who received 
70 
a canonry in the chapter of Senlis on November 13, 1316, 
did assume his office. · Indeed, it is oonjectural whether 
or not he was ever a clerio. Sullivan states that_ the 
grants of the pope of 1316 and 1318 prove conci. usively 
that Marsiglio was a member of the ·aeoular clergJ, al.though 
he admits that th.e evidence about his being a regular 
clergyman 1s uncertain.71 However~ one did not hav~ to 
72 
take Holy Ordera to receive an axpectancy, although 
it was expected that he wuld do so before he could take 
advantage of his appointment. Nor is the argument valid 
67c. K. Brampton, .2£• !!!?_., P• 506. 
68 
Ibid., p. 505. 
69
M.ars1glio de Fadua, .2E.• !!!.•, ed. R. Scholz, P• lv1 •.. ""·"· 
70c. K. Brampton, .2.£• ~., P• 506. 
71
J. Sullivan, ..21?.• ill•• P• 411• 
72J. Haller~ .2£• ~., P• 179. 
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which says that he must have been a priest to receive the 
appointment as vioarius ~ sp1r1tu~1.bua ot Rome, with 
which Ludwig rewarded him 1n 1328, for. according to the 
usage of the later Middle A.gee, that office could be il.eld 
73 . 
by a layman; besides, that happened considerably later. 
However, in ~. bull of April 9, 1327, after the .f'l1ght ot 
Marsiglio and Jean to Ger.many, John XXII saysa 
Mal"lsiglio and Jean; unmindf'ul _ot and ungrateful 
for the benefices they received, have adhered 
to L.ouis of B.avari~; therefore, I deJ)~ive them 74 
of their ecclesiastical benefices. and dign1t·1e.1. 
Here he speaks of the twq 1n the same tema,· and we know 
that Jean did serve as canon 1n Senl.ia, Alaot one could 
hardly be deprived of something which had only be promised 
to him. Thus, I think 1t is possible to asaum~ that 
}1ars1gl1o actually did hold the offiQe ot canon fn Padua. 
Haller, who points out that a mere appointment to some 
eoclesiastical office at .that time .still l~ft 1ts actual 
occupancy in a somewhat problematieal state, feels that 
both appointments which ~arsiglio received never oame to 
actu.U. fulfillmentJ75 they .were merely promises. frevite-
Orton thinks that Marsiglia was baok in Padua after 1316, 
having stopped off at Avignon en route from paria, and 




p. x • 
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d11"1'erent explanatt on to otter concerning Maraiglio•, 
activities during this period, one which is unique and 
brilliantly conjeotured. Musaato, in his poem, mentions 
that Marsigliog disillusioned at the laok of a~ocesa ot 
his 1'1rat excursion into power politics, studied tor two 
years under an ttegregiua .Dootor".77 Scholz auggeata . that 
this might have been Jean de· ·Jandun. 78 Haller thinks that 
it might have been the famous doctor, William of Brescia, 
who served Pope Bon11'aoe VIII and the "ewig kranke" 
Clanent V~ who rewarded him tor his services by making 
him the archdeacon of. Bologna 1n 1313. William died 1n 
1326~ and he was in Avignon at this time. That in itself 
is not very signif ic8llt, but HaJ.1~1',t·fi' oase goes farther • 
... ·• 
The doeuments from the pope conveying an office never stood 
alone. With each belonged a corresponding commission to 
three men, called executo~a, who together or singly were 
to see to it that the .favored one came into the use of the 
favor he had received • . Among those three, one was relied 
upon e~pecially to cfil'ry ·out their duties. In both caaea 
of the awards to Mars1glio, ths.t man was William or Brescia, 
while the othe~ names onange. Haller therefore CQncludea 
that William was the e~i-es1¥~ doo.tor with whom Marsiglio 
studied. and that the period b~tween the two bulls, 1316 
to 1318• was the two-year period during which he did that, 
77J .• Haller; .21?• .ill·•• p. 197, ll. 71•7~• 
78Marsiglio de Padua, 2.P.• ~., ed. R. Scholz, P• lv1. 
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during whioh time he was often 11' not always 1n Avignon. 79 
(Although• as Soholz points out, 80 this is completely liypo-
thetica1, yet is a very reasonable and oonv1no1ng hypo• 
thesis.) It was during this period that Maraiglio hs.C4 1'111 
opportunity to see at first hand the corruption of the 
papal curia. His acquaintance with the conditions there 
as revealed in the Defensor Pacia indicate more than just 
· 81 
a fleeting impression received on a short visit. 
Brampton thinks tha·t; he m.ig.ht have gained an acquaintance 
with the inner workings or the Church through his experience 
as a p8l .. iah p1~iest in Paduag or he might have visited 
Avignon around l3l8g and that would explain the Luther• 
82 
like lane;uage he uses when desorib1ng the papacy. 
Whateve-r 'Marsiglio may have been doing before 1319, 
at that time he was once mGro (or, according to Previte-
Orton, for the first t1me83) in the ·service of the upper-
Italian Ghibellinea. This 1s the second abandonment of 
scholarship for politics which Musaato mentions_ 1n his 
metrical epistle. Pope John XXII, 1n a letter of April 22, 
79J. Haller, 2£• .2!i•, pp. 179•80. 
8~arsiglio de Padua, 2£• ~., ed. R. Scholz, P• lvi. 
81J. Haller, 2l?.• ~., P• 179. 
820. K. Brampton, gp_. ill•, P• 507. 
83Marslgl1o de Paduag !!•!!!•~ed. C. w. Previte• 
01~ton, p. x. 
S4 
1319, to Bernhard Jourdain de l'Iale, who held an 1ntluent1al 
place at the French court both as a politician and aa a 
soldier, expresses his indignation because tho latter had 
introduced '!the vile man, the prior of Monttaucon, and 
this Italian, who is named MSllllius" to Count Ohulea de 
La Marohe g the brother or the French k.ing, who later became 
Charles IV, with whom they dealt in the name of the 
Italian Ghibellines concerning the leadership o£ their 
party. In that lette~ the pope speaks 1n a rather friendly 
way about Mars:lglio, and it appears that he was known in 
Avignon., perhaps f'rom his possible 7eara of study the~e.84 
The move was opposed by both the papal curia and the French 
court, .. so it oat1e to nothing. 85 The rather strange offer 
to Charles was the result of a oongreas of the Gh1bell1nea 
vhiQh ~gt in December, 1318, in Soncino near Cremona, at 
which they elected Cang~ande della Scala as the head of 
the party. There they also decided ~o approach Charles, · 
and Maraiglio was one of those who were entJtUated with 
this delicate mission, perhaps because of some connection 
with the French court which he mad ma~e earlier, either at 
Avignon or at Paris. 86 It is possible that at this time 
he ·also became a sel.d ier J fo7! Mussato puts language 11:lto 
his mouth which onl7 an "unbridled"-,, ( z~elloae) soldier 
84J. Haller,, .22• ill•, P•· 180. 
85M 1 11 d pd cit., ed. R. Scholz, p. lv1. ars g . o e a :u.a. .22• _ 
86J. Haller, 2.2• cit., P• 181. 
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would speak. The fact that Mars1gl1o was part ot thia 
mission is sigi~ificant in at least two waya. It 1ndioatea 
that Marsiglio's abilities we~e known and that the leadera 
of the Ghibellines had perhaps known him to~ some time, 
subetantie.t 1ng an earlier peri.od of service with them. 
It is also eignif1oant that Marsigl1o1 perhaps just recently 
a ohureh ... "11S.ng was working with and for two men who had been 
oxcornmunioated for over a year and were officially on the 
outs with the Church. He was thereby declaring himaelf 
free from· t he Churchp whioh is the way Haller interprets 
the rather harsh words about the pope which Mussato places 
in his mouth in lines e1ghty~n1ne to ninety•one of hie 
88 ~ letto~. I t is during this period that Previte.Orton 
dates the conception ot tb~ Detensor Paois, for an anti• 
clerical. ideal of a republic. was native then only .to north 
Italy. ~9 He had. an opportuµity lllU$ earlier, in his native 
city., to view such an ideai, however,. although he vaa hardly 
1n a .position to exercise mature judgment concerning its 
v~ue at that time. As .Gewirth points out, how:ever, there 
were important disorepane~~s as w~ll as great a~arities 
between the theory expresse~ 1n the Defensor Pac1s and 
the actual practice in Padua.~0 Perhaps this is also the 
Pe x. 
87Ibid . ... 
89M$.raiglio 
· 88 6 · . · . · . Ibid. , pp. l 9 f. -
de Padua,. op • . cit., ed. o. w. Previte~Orton, 
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90A. Gew!rth, Marsilius of ·Padua, !h!,Defender ~ ~~Jl 
Peace (New York: Columbia University Press, l95l, I, • 
per1.od during which Mara1gl1o sened with .a "Oe1'l1Wl 
sword", eithel" volunt~ily or· through 1'oroe, about whieb 
Muesato :writes. 91 The a:i'i!r$. 0£ He!11'1 VII 1a usually o·on-
92 · .· 
neote'd ·w:.i. th tha·t phrase. · . Re?.ll'y was on Italian gl'ound 
since the end of Octobei-, l..3101 whioh 1s rathe~ earl.J'; 
oepecJ.tUly i'oi .. Ht ... ller' s ~ :~nol.~e;,. He piaoteata that 
there· 1a no gri,und !'or aai1nt . t-hat the "German avord" waa 
that;. 1:>f' the a:r:my of Henr:, ·V::I~,. ainoe many Gernwn tPoope 
r&."rla!ne.d in Italy after ·the· ·dea.tll o~ I!elll'J• One enootm• 
tel'!led the111 a:11 over in th-e .~iueir ,or the ·Ohibellinea. JlanJ 
of the ·Y:1e11·eenary Germar!S'_- ·~~ni\it to"Jr now one oity, now 
anotr,,..e·i:- in Italy. It is- ··.,to. ·one. ot thoae that ··.Me.ratglio 
belonsed, st.ates .fialler~ 9·3 .. UnfoittunatelJt Schafel"·1 a 
monUMOntal reoord ot Gei-man 'kiil~t·a. 1n Ital7 bee;1ne 0~7 
after 1320,, so there is ng. ·•Zt.8et l"ecord or the trQop 
Mar~igl.io 1ught hav·e ·be•i-i,: ~:ith., b~t there weN- oerta1nl,-
many Germans in the aeriico· at. that time. 94 With wh_J,r 
. . 
1t was, Jllarsigl1o apparentl.t.:.e~ded tihe aieoond decade of 
the Fourteenth centu~ 1n··a l'iar•like way. The n•t deoade 
was ~so spent in wu, but ~t wa·a soh moJte a W&P· of t ·he 
pen and ot the mind. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE GREAT DECADE 
Paris Once More 
A.fter his seoond venture into pol1t1oa. Kara1gl1o 
waa still not satisfied with that lite, and he 1'8turned to 
the life of a scholar. Perh~pa h1s experiences 1n politioa 
formed the basis for his 1mpu.l.ae to study theology~ since 
his use or theology in th& 0er,n1Qr Pacia reveals that he 
viewed it from an essentially political rather than 
theological standpoint. Poaalbly he also saw that he could 
not get very far in h1a opposition to the Church it he 
uaed only the weapons of' law and politics. One must tight 
tire with rireg and Marsiglio wa~ as succeasi'ul as anyone 
in the Midd1e Ages in ua!ng the Ohurch' s own weapons to 
fight the. Ohuroh. His thought remained essentially 
pol1tioal, however, and it to~k a man of a later age to 
go ·aJ.l the way on the road Mars1gl1o began to tread. Already 
not only among the intellectuals but also among the people 
the way was being prepared tor a revolt against both the 
authority of the hierarohy and also the dootrinea propagated 
by it. In the Gothic rel!ets ot the Fra'1enk1rche at 
Esal1ngen and the Ohureh of Saint Sebald at Hurnberg devils 
are depicted rudely clutching popes and bishops and thrusting 
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them into helltil'e. During this same decade. 1n the city 
of wartburgg Eisenaoh, the "ThUJ-ingian Mystery", or wThe 
Parable of the Ten Virgins", was performed tor the first 
time on April 24D 132?e , The. point of this play is that 
prayers to the saints and even t ·o the Virgin are of no 
avail to save a soul from the Wl'ath and judgment o~ Jehovah. 
That ls the office of Ghrist only. This play waa written 
by either an Augustinian monk of ErfUl't (t) or a D0lll1n1can 
of Eisenach .. 2 The sp11•it of revolt was directed not· onl7 
against the Chu:roh. In the RQ1!1an <ie la Rose and \ll.o Roman --.-- ........ ~ _.. ....... -
de Renard, two of the moa·h popule.l' rom.a.noea ame:ng the ._ __,...,_........... . 
people:, there were socialistic and even communistic element a 
whioh make the ideas of the Detenao~ Pao1s look "fast 
Konservs.ti v". 3 The a?'a nova 1n :tml&io was tolling the --
death knell oi: the !!! anti~@~ the Renaissance in the 
plastic art a was already ~J't1rring he~lthily in Italy, 5 
and in gen.ere.l the old w$ys and struotueos ware disinte-
grating and making way for the nev. With the def'eat and 
death or Frederick II the Empire also had died. The papacy, 
1E. Naumannp ~!. H1storz of Mus1o, tranalated from 
the German by F. Praeger (tondoii: Oasaell and Co~, Ltd., 
n6 d.) 0 I~ l.t.22. 
2 I1?1d. 11 p e· 423 • 
3a. Scholz. "Marsilius von Padua und die ldee del' Demo• 
kl'atie•" Ze1tschrift tur Politik, I (1907), 72•3. ------4R. P. Lang, Muaie 1n western Civilization (Bew York1 
Nortoni 1941). pp. 144 f'r • 
.SH. Gardner, ~ ~hroue ~ !2! (Hew Yorka Haroo~, 
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the victor, did not have long to enjoy it• apo1la. 
Wat1onal1sm, in the person of the Prenoh king• Philip the 
Pair• brought low the glory or the Medieval papao7. a 
blow from which it never recovered+ Gone was the power 
or both the Empire and the papacy, never to return again 
in the plenitude with which they once poaseaaed 1t.
6 
During this decade the remnants or the two were f'1ghting 
a battle that was a mere shadow or the atrugglea of the 
preceding century, but out ot that battle waa born a 
document which would live and 1nf'luence the course ot 
events long after Ludwig the Bavarian and John XXII were 
gone and forgotten. 
In 1320-21 Marsiglio was back in Paris, teaching and 
studying once more. We know that he was teaching, as 
before, in the arts faculty, tor an unknown student who 
several years later so~t to _ingratiate himself' with 
the pope by writing a poetic 1nveot1Te against Mara1gl1o 
7 
heard his lectures on natuital philosophy at t.h18 time. 
The tact that he was studying we inte~ from his announcement 
. 8 
in 1326 . that he was going to .give a B1belkur,. Most of 
our ini'ormation concerning Marsiglio we derive trom the . 
Braae and 00. 0 1926), PP• 33$ ft. 
60. w. Previte-Orton, "~11gl1o ot Padua! Doctrinea,n 
English Historical Review, XXXVIII (1923), l. - ~ 
7J. Hal1er, "Zur Lebena~~aohiohte des Harailiua von 
Padua," zeitschrift § K,1r_C9:engeachiohte, XLVIII (1929), 
8i.1arsiglio de Padua, Defensor Paoia, ed. R. Scholz 
182. 
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testimony which a certain Francia ot Venice gaYe 1n AY1gnon 
"' 
on May 20, 1328, before ~ inqu1a1tor1al court/ Frtw:eia 
was accused of helping Marsiglio with the Detenaor .Paoia 
while he was a student at Par1~ an~ ot fleeing with him to 
Ge:rmanya9 Francis made a general denial or the aoousationa. 
He said that he had never been a servant or Mara1gl1o., 
that he had not stayed in the aame lodging with him., and 
that he had not assisted 1n the composition ot the Detenaor 
Pacis or knew its contents. He teat11'1ed that two months 
attex, the flight of' Mars1gl.1o and Jean, he heard 1'rom the 
hel'mits, the regular orders., and the teaching masters that 
they were the sole authors. The book had been much dis-
cussed after their departure, but he did not know any ot 
the details of their heresy.lo Francia oocasionally lent 
money to Marsiglia for- him. 't;o takf care ot., and he returned 
some or it now and then. ·Shortly betore his departure, 
. 11 · 
at which time he owed Fran~ia 'bhirte·en Parisian ah1llinga, 
he borrowed the large $W11 :of· about thirty Gulden from .his 
12 
friends 1n order to giv8' a course of· leot~a in theolog, 
for whi~h a considerable amount of money was needed. Af'ter 
he left, his creditors made· no secret of their complaint 
(Hanover: Hahnsche Buoh.'handlung; 19.32)), P• lv11. 
9J. Haller,~·~., P• 182. 
10c. K. Brampton, Marsiglio ot Pa~~~· Life," English 
Historical Review, XXXVII (1922), 5l4. : ·. · 
lllbid ~ ~ 12J. Haller, on.!.!:!•• P• 182. 
-·' p. ;7l;,. -'-
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and made the ·whole transaotion a matter or public diagrace.13 
It is not certain whether Marsiglio had seriously considered 
reading a course in theology or whether he merely collected 
the money ·co help him on his flight to Germany, but 1n 
any event he must have been very close t o his degree in 
theology in order to give the pretext fox- the loan which 
he dida Now~ to lecture on theology, one had to have a 
theological degree$ the lowest of which was the Bacaalariua 
cursoriua~ called that because it gave the ztight to deliveF 
a course of lectures on the Biblical books.14 That 
degree required study as well as money~ In 1215 the 
requirements were an age of. thirty-tive years and at least 
eight year s o.f study I at least five ot which had to be 
spent in attending lectures in theology. ay 1366 the 
eight years had i ncreased to sixteen, no dou~t beoaus~ of 
the aantion of Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, Duns Sootus; 
and others to the theological ourrioulum. By 1320 one oan 
assume that t he requirements were at least ten years for 
the master's degree and six to the first bachelorship. 
Thus., to be able to announce a Bible course shortly before 
his flight in 1326~ Marsiglio must have attended theological 
lectures since 1320- 21, tfuich determines the dating or his 
l.3c. K. Brampton0 ££• ill•• P·• 51;. 
14J. Haller, .2E.• !l.!•, P• 183. I have taken this 
whole section on tne requirements for~ theological 
degree from this source. 
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last Paris stay. 
Who was Me.rsiglio'e teacher? Some say Ockham. who 
supposedly itaa t eaching 5.n Paris a.t this time; others 
claim that Ock'h.&11 never ta.ught'·the~e, and that Jean de-
1r1 
Jandun was his master. :) 11h.tt is immaterial, and the 
theology of' both or thern is not too discernible 1n his own. 
The chief subjects wh ich 'l~he theological student at that 
time studied were the Bible and the Sententiae or Peter 
Lombard. I n additiong the candidate for the rnasterts 
degree had ·to deraonstz•a.ta his allility in sermons and 
theological diapv:t;ation" The latter was a real endurance 
test; for the candidate had to m!litare in scholis -----
against a succes sion of opponents .from 6:00 ;.. M. until 
·16 
6:0.0 P. He i wi t h an hour otf at ngon. The numerous 
citations f z>o:m Chr•istian writings., especially the Bible, 
in the Defensor Paois sho'ti the results ot h,is theological 
study. Mai~siglio usually cites the text word tor word; 
less often he cites it according to the thought or inter• 
pretation of other writera.17 
Francis of Venice also testified that he had acoom• 
18 
panied Maraiglio when he visited hia patients as a doctor, 
J.5Ibido -16ae o. Taylor, Tb,e Medieval Mind (4th edit!onJ 
Cambridge~ Mas~.: Harvard" urilvers!t1 Press, 1941), II, 4J.8. 
17Marsigl1o de Padua, .!?£• ~., P• lxii. 
18c. K. Bra111pton 11 .2.£• ill•, P• .5'15. 
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which he pr01~e.bly did for extra i~~pme. Francia aa.1d1 
I 
"Soiebat i:q,· uiedicina et interdum pr,.ctioabat." Th.1:'s is the 
I 
firat post tive evidence that we hav~ about Maraiglio's 
l ! 
praotic111g medi cine~ although vari~ua scholars think th~t 
I . 
he may /hsve been doing that even s+oe before his reotor-
1 I 
ship in Pai~is 3 mostly in Padua. E•en this does not prove 
I 
that he had completed his medical ,tudies. since one did 
not ~ave to have .an academic· degree - in.medicine ·te practice 
19 
in those days o I 
I t was in t h e years after 132011 Scholz believea, that 
Maraiglio bega.1?- to become interestfld in the political trend 
toward Germ.any and Ludwig. He thinks that the politi.cal. 
cha11ge t here and t he outbreak ot the Minorite controversy 
20 
gave h ilu an opport unity to take part in political questions. 
Perhaps Mnrsiglio had. done some work in polit1~s previously, 
but this i s t he time t .hat he actually brought his work 
be!'ore the ·w6rld. Juet when he did that is one ot the 
major questions of his lite. 
The Date of t he Defensor Paois 
There are three extant manuscripts of the Defensor 
Pac1s whioh conclude with the following verses 
l9J. Haller,~· !l:!•, P• 182. 
2~ars.1glio de Padua, ~· ill•., P• lv11. 
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On the Feaat of .John the Baptist, 1324, this 
Defensor Pacis was t1n1ahed. 
Fra1se"""iiia glory be to thee, o Ch~iet.21 
'l'his seems like rather conclusive evidence about the dating 
of the De£ensor Pacia, but, sad to say. it is not. In the 
tirat placeg this verse may reter to either the author or 
the copyist . However, 1 t is unlikely that three manuacr1pta 
would be completed on one day or that two sucoeeding 
oopyists would i ncorporate the oonoluding note ot another 
oopyist 0 so t h.at argument has never received much credence. 
Secondly~ the words uquarta vigeno" could posaibly be 
interpret ed a.a standing for "quater vigeno", which would 
lilean e ighty and which would certainly indicate that it was 
the inscript ion of a copyist. However, Sullivan, who 
suggests the above ai•gument, himselt points out that it is 
not the usual for..m.ula which copyists used and that the 
date was almost certainly l.324, especially since it coinoidea 
with ~ranc i s of Venice te dating of the completion or the 
Def'ensox~ Paoia . 22 Thirdly, there are more a1gn1f1cant 
doubts concerning the dating ot the book, some of ~hioh 
include the possibility of· a verai.on or the Dei'ensor Paola 
21 d R. Scholz, "Zur patiel'UllS und Ueberlief'erung es 
Defensor Pacis von Marsiliua von Padua," Neues Ar~bi~ !!£ 
ij!aellaiihart ?ur altere deutsche Geaoh1chtakurido, XL I 
~ 927), p. sor. 
Anno trecento milleno quarto vigeno 
Detensor est 1st& perf'eotu• .t'eato Baptiste., 
T1b1 laus et gloria Chl'iate. 
22J. Sullivan, "The Manusoripta and Date of Mara1glio 
or Padua• 8 De.fenttor Pacisp" !!!Sliah 'H1sto.r1cal Review, XX 
(1905), pp ... ~96 £. 
! 
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having been completed on the date mentioned. Moritz Ritter. 
for instanoeg believes that there were two redarit\.Ona, one 
ot which was written by Mars1gl1o and Jean in 1324 1n Paria. 
the other of which was written by1taraigl1o alone during 
the Romerzug but before the ooronat1on.23 Thia was the 
libellus, . as the pope calla 1t, seleQtiona ot llhioh reached 
the papal curia £or the oondemn.at1on which waa issued on 
Ontobe1" 23 .. 1321.
21
~ v • , Heinriah Otto 1a about the only 
scholar since Ritter who follows that line ot reasoning, 
in opposition to Sullivan, Pr-evitG-Orton, B~ampton~ Valois, 
and later Haller and Sehal;.25 Otto's reasoning is based 
on the f ollowing opinions. He !inds an allusion in the 
work to a bull or July 11, 1324, so it could hardly have 
been 1'iniahed by June 24 o1' the same year. Furthermore, 
he ~el1eveB that chapters ~wo to eighteen of the tirst 
D1ctio do no·li .follow the plan announced in chap·ter one 
( onl:y chapter 1.1.in.etaen does follow it) J the original pl.&n 
waa rather contained in chapter one of ~lli. 11. He aleo 
questions the \1$8 ot imperator in the first chapte~ when 
Ludwig ia re£erred to, while everywhere else he ia oalled 
!:!!• (Ludwig was not .aotually crowned emperor until 
23a. Scholz, "Zur Da·b1eruns und ue::erliei'eruns 
Dete~aor Pae!s von Mars111us von Padua, P• 492 • .......... -...-.-...~,-
24J. Sullivan, ~·- ill•~ P:P• 293 t • 
2>R. Seholz, "Zur Datierung und Ue~erlieterung 




January 17, 1328. ) Also, 1n ahapter tvent1-aix ot Diotio II 
there is an apparent ref erenee to a bull ot Pope John XXII 
dated April )g 132?. Finally, only a tew ohaptera, !nclu-
d1ng those mentioned above, deal with the question of the 
elenitude pot estat1so He conoludea that chapters one and 
nineteen of Diotio I and chapters twenty-thl'ee, tvent1-
four, and t wenty-six ot" Diotio II were ot later or1g1n.
26 
The evidence f or a single redaction is aa tollowa. 
The exter nal evidence from the manuscripts is almost oon-
olusive u Sullivan studied all the available manuscripts~ 
and evewy one contained chapter one of D1ot1o I with 
the word ilill?~r~ and without any evidence of its being 
a late:r a.ddltion.27 He doe~ not otter a.n:, explanation tor 
the consequent use of rex, but he points out that Ludwig -
oonside:i:')ed h~self to be the emperor already 1n l..324 
without the oonf i rmation o1' the pope and the customary 
corone:tion«, Gha.pter t wenty-six ot D1ot1o II is also con-
. 28 
tained i n all t he dated an4. undated manusorlpta. The 
internal evidence is also rather conclusive. Scholz 
states that Marsiglia .followed his plan stated in the tirat 
29 
chapter better t han Ot to believes» and Oewirth backs 
26Ibideg PP• 493, 497, 498. J. Sullivan, 21?.• ~., P• 293. 
27~., PP• 296 f. 
28R. · Scholzp nzur Datierung und Ue~erlieterung des 
Detensor Pacis von Marsilius von Paduag P• 493. 
29 4 Ibid., Pe 99. 
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this up with documented evidence.JO S4hola completely 
disc-re di ts the sta·cement that only several o~ptera deal 
with the p_lenitud2 potestati!.,· but atates that &om the 
.first to ·the ls.at chapter the book 11 concerned with that 
31 problem. It is also questionable that chapter twenty-
six of the second Dictio raters to the bull of the pope, 
because of the use of the future tense instead ot the per-
.feet and because of the lack of similarity between the 
texts of the twoe32 Scholz sta1;$a too that the uae ot 
•• 
"Gonner der Ketzer" in that chapter, in reference to. 
33 
Ludwig ~ould just au well been the ease in 1324 aa in 1327. 
Finally 8 the popeta use of the term libellua hardly provea . 
that there was an earlierg short version or the work, since 
that term was used to describe a book of any size during 
the Middle Ages" 34 and, beside1,. what purpose would Mar• 
siglio have had in writing the Detensor Minor if' he already 
. .3S 
had a short version or his work on hand? 
Nonetheless, there are some differences in the man• 
usoripts of the Defensor Paois. How are these t~ be 
explained? Scholz adn11ts that although there are small 
30A. Gewirth, "John of Jan.dun and the Def'enaor Paoia,n 
SpeoUl.um~ XXIII (1948), PP• 267•72. 
31a. Scholz, "Zur Datierung und ~eberlieferung des Q!.• 
fensor ?acis von Mars111us von Padua, P• 501. 
32 Sullivan" .21?.• .s!i•, P• JOO. J. 
3Jit. S.eholz, cit., P• 496. · 34.r. Sullivan, ~· cit., .2.e.• p. 30 • --
35a. Scholz, 21?.• cit., P• $07. - ., 
• 
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atyl1at1o and ~edaot1o Changea, norie ot lhem 1a rad10al. 36 
Tb.eae corrections and r .evi.a1~na oontlnu.ed until pel'bap• 
ae late as 1330~37 but by 1327 tlU,. ~ork ba4 eaaent1ally 
. 38 
Peaohod its final fOl"lllo Previte-Grton thinks that 
Mai"sigllo and Joan left behin.d. in 'Pai-is a Prenoh tranalation 
and perhaps a ~atin copy and took a eeoond OOPJ with them. 
F:rom tb..ese ue dor1 ved tM tn,o .groupa. ot man1;2.1cr1pta. 
the ao-eallcd I•'rench. and t1erman e,..~upa. 39 The ev1denoe 
tor that is not ooneluaive. All in all, the d~£erenoea 
appa~ently are inconsequential and nted little mon 
explanation than the;t~ m4nusor1pta wel"e ruel7 preserved 
in their ot• i ginal,, priattne state bJ tho oop71ata, an4 
Maraialio' s masterp1eoe wa«, not· acoo·l'ded apeoial. treatmento 
We hav-0 co:loluded t hat ·the Det'enoOl' Pacis vaa 0 t .__ 
001.,ple ~.ed on June 24» 1.3240 When vu it et&J'tedt Sullivan · 
citatee ·that it wa.s begnn at the end ~r April, 1324, and wa, 
40 
col!lpletecl (In .runG· 24 ot tlie same -,ee. Thia 11 l-ather 
difficult to believo, and it seam• to stem ham a m1o• 
una.eratm1ding t,? .Fr ancia of Ve~ce·,t.a teetiaonyo The· 
amount of ~ies~a:N:.h alone which Wl)nt into thia book would 
' ' 
36 
Jb1.1., Po 502. 
37N~ ·.1)1Q;J_1o .de ? adua,, 2.£• ~it,, ?• ~v11. 
38a. Sobol~, ££• o1te, P• $070 
39c. w • .Prevlte•Oi>ton, ~R• !!!.•• P• 4. 
. 4°J. Sullivan, ''~:t'»if:;J.1o of Padua and Y:llianl or 
Ockb.u " Amer1can Hiuto~!,~al Revie,,!!, II ( 1896. 97), 412. 
. . ..... . . ----· . ·- ...... , --· 
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have required a longer time even if one left out the time 
required tor planning and fol'°IllUlating the thought of the 
work. We must agree with Previte-Orton that it repreaenta 
the thought of ma~y yes;J!s/.µ. but that gives us little 
information on how long it took to put that thought into 
words and doouinent it fr-om various authorities. It Jean 
had much of a hand in i"ll g he could not have been muah 
help berore November 4» 1323, since at that time he tiniahed 
a book 0£ h is own while serving as a canon in Senlia, 
De Laudibus Parisiuse In that work he mentions the -- . - ~~~-
urgent request of a friend of his to return to Paris, and 
that may have been an allusion to Maraiglio.42 The writing 
of the Def 0nsC2.£_ Paoisg the ideas of which had probably been 
f'loating around in his head for many years, may have been 
hastened by the oonditions of the time. Early 1n 1324 
the fight between John and Ludwig flared up in e&.l'nest, 
43 
and Ludwig was excommunicated in March ~f that year. 
Haller believes that one does not write .books such as this 
one unless one sees an opportunity to put it to some 
praotiQal use. "Where would one find such an opportunity 
before 1324?" he asks. Thus, he says that is hard to 
bel.ieve that the auth.or(s) went to work on it before early 
1n the year of our Lor>d, 1324, 44 soon attet- the appearance 
4l ... .21?.. .2!!. 0 ' p. 4 • o. w. Previte-Orton, 
42c. K. Brampton, ~· ill_., P• 507. 
43c. w. Previta=.orton, op. cit., P• 4. - -
44J. Haller, .2£• ~., P• 185. 
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or the noted Saehsenhauaer Appellation, 1n vhioh va.rioua 
elements, including Ger'l'l18Il and Italian Ghibell1nea, certain 
cardinal.a, and the M1norites united against the pope.45 
After all0 he writes, one can never tell just how fast 
the two of them could work. Scholz does not think that 
the entire Defe11sor Paois was written at this time. He 
thinks that M~)siglio may have used older preparations, 
"Vorarbeiten", in it. 46 Some of the material ma, have been 
re-worked and redacted for the apecitio purpose of thia 
work., This g i trea 1. t alightly the appearance or a mosaic, 
but it i n no way proves that it was completed after 1324. 
One section t hat is espeo1ally puzzling is the conclusion; 
which appears i n the manuscripts but not in the printed 
ed1tion3. Scholz thinks that it stems trom an earlier 
time, Italy during the wars unde~ Henz-y VII or France 
during the last days of Philip the Fair, and that, 
accordingly" i ·t is deservedly left out. This leads him 
to the conolusion that that part may have belonged to an 
earlier work which we do not possess, which was perhaps 
only outlined or planned, end that the Defensor Paoia 
may have been baaed on ano·ther work of Maraiglio which 
had been writ ·ten ~or another purpose. In his opinion, 
the De.tensor :ts Ma:rsigliP •·s life WQl'k1 worked on for D1IUl1 
4.5Mars1glio de Padua; ~· ill•• P• lv11. 
46~." p. xlvi. 
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years and £1nally collected and put into its present torm 
in 1324.47 
The Authorship of the Detenaor Paola 
There has been oonaiderable discussion concerning the 
authorship of' ·the Defonsor Paoia. It 1a generally agreed 
that the wor lc rapx-esents in some way joint effort 'bJ' 
Marsiglia and Jean de J andun. The principal argument 
concerns the par't which the latter played in the actual 
writing of t he wo1)k. Jea11 was one of the leading Aveit-
foistic phllcsopher a of the time an4 an outstanding 
authority on Aristotle. Since tha first Dictio of the 
book ia almost entirely Aristotelian, that is the aeotion 
to which his i n.fl uencs or- even authorship is usually 
ascribed. That his influence is shown in this part is 
rarely deniedp some saying t hat he selected the citations 
quoted in i ·t. 48 Othe:rs deocribe his part 1n it as copyist., 
translator of' the French version, or collaborator who 
49 
perhaps constructed some of the philosophical arguments. 
His authorship or t he section is most cleverly advanced by 
Marian Tooley g50 whose arguments sound remarkably like 
47R. Scholz "Zur oatierung und Ueberl1eferung des 
Defensor Paois v6n Marsilius von Padua," PP• $00, 509•12• 
48c. w. Previte~Or.ton, .2E• ~., P• 7. 
49M J Tooley "The Authorship or the I?9rensor Pacia," 
Transaction; ~r the'Royal Historical Sooietz, 4'.th aerlea, 
De (1926), 85e - -
so 
I bid.g pp 0 85-106. 
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those of R1tte1 .. and Otto. She points out the apparent 
dissimilarity between chapters two to eighteen ot D1ct1o I 
and the rest of t he work and ola1ms that it is charaoteris-
tic of Jeane However, deeper ~cholarahip than hers under-
mines her arguments, whioh on the aurtaee appear ao 
plausiblee The two editors of the modern editions of the 
Defensor Pacis are agreed upon its single authorahip. Scholz 
concludes t his .from his study of the manuscripts. aa well~ as 
from t he unity of style of the work, unity 1~ nwortschatz 
und Wortgebrauoh g Satzrhytbmlis und Verwendung der Regeln 
~l 
des oursusn _.,., Gewirth cl inches the argument in favor or 
52 
the ningl o aut hor ship with almost irrefutable scholarship. 
His cita t ions .from t he Defensor Paois showing the unity 
of style and aubject matter between the disputed chapters 
two to e i ghteen are conclusive. In addition he shows the 
dissimilarity bet.ween tho thou.ght of Jean and ot the work, 
citing nine differenoea between it and the questions~ 
Metaph_ysi~~ or Jean.5.3 11, · fact, he points out that the 
author 0£ the Defensor Pacis, who has great faith in 
the right deslre of most paople tor the welfare or the 
state, seems to refute an ~rgument ot Jean himaelf, who 
claims the op[Josite-54 Gewirth concludes that the we:,• 
51Maraiglio de Padua, ~· ill•, PP• v and 1!1. 
52
A-. GewiI•t h ~ £2• ill•; PP• 267•72 • 
53Ibid.g PP• 268-71. 54zb1d., PP• 270•1. 
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1n wh1eh D1ct1onc£ I and II agree &l'e "faze peater and mere 
hndaniental t han the di£.fe~e1ioeao .. SS The caae Nata v1th 
h1a conclusion.. (It i a :i.nt ereating to note how oloael7 
the queotioning of t he a ,..ngle auth<:>i-sh1p ot the Defenaor 
Pac18_ approxiirna.teo t ho approach of the higher cr1t1ca of 
Biblical sch ol:.-u:ishipo It ia encouraging \;o note, on the 
other hand, that tb.e e.rgv..m(}nts advanced b7 the acholara 
!n .t'avor of the s ingle autru>rah!.p ot th1a work are hard.17 
more oonal. usi ve than those advanced by oonaervative aoholua 
or tho 31bl e in .i'avo~ of the unity or many ·books eapeoiall;r 
of the Old Teetwnont.) 
Fli ~ht and Condemnation 
It waa ~'lot until 1,326g t:wo yoars after the completion 
or the De.fensor t,scib that the work and its authoz(e) beoame 
gene~ ...ally known, neoaae1tat1ng the flight ot Jean and 
Mareiglio to Garmany. Thepe are mazr, oonJeotures aa to Just 
whJ the book was not revealed sooner, a1nce it is diti91cult 
to believe t hat .suoh a timely and pointed work should have 
been written without 1rome41ate publication 1n mind. Some 
think that the autllor(e) were waiting tor a suitable 
OPtH>~tunity to publish i t 1n ~~anoe, but Philip the Fair 
was no longei• 011 t he t hrone, and the curia and ooUl't were too 
cloaely bound to each o·ther at that ti.":le to preaent • 
S5Ib1d 2 71 _o, Po • 
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au1 table moment for 1 ts publioation 1n the foreseeable 
tutUl"e. Haller' a argument seems to be the moat X'eaaonable 
one. He states that the work was eertainly not intended 
for li'rance, but for Gem~y, which at that time vaa in 
the midst of' a. struggle with the pope, and where it would 
have been useful right then. However, it was not written 
to be published there in Germany or anJPlaoe else, tor that 
matter, and perhapa it was revealed only by an 1nd1aoret1on 
at the German court. Maraigl.1o and Jean worked on it 
with the idea t hat it would be k~pt secret and would be 
used as a sor·t oi' memorandum, "Denkschritt," tor Ludwig, 
56 
from which his advise~& could &et 1.dea5 and material. 
The main l"easons tor this view are :t}le two-year lapse in 
time between its writing and its becoming known, as well 
aa the subsequent actions of those accused ot writing it. 
We are not oertain whether or not Mara1glio•s announcement 
or a course of' lectures on the Bible was only a pretext 
to borrow money tor hia flight to Germany, but 1 t 1a sure 
that Jean did not expect his shal-9 in its ocapoaition to 
become known. For, on June 19, 1324, shortly before the 
completion of the Defensor Paois, an agreement vaa drawn 
up that Nieholas of Vienna, rector of the university, waa 
to rent a house in the Ohoitre-Saint-Beno'tt, near to and 
belonging to the Sorbonne, and atte?' him Jean de Jandun was 
56J. Haller, £1?.•· ~ •. , pp .. 186 t • 
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to do ao ·on the sai.~e terms.S7 At 4llJ rate, spring ot the 
year 1326
58 
finds them fleeing to the court of Ludwig the 
,. 
Bavarian in Nurnbcrg, a place which was even aa.ter for 
them th.an the campus of the excommunicated chiefs ot the 
upper-ItaliElil Ghibellinee. Ludvig was the natural person 
to whom they would flee; for, unless the first chapter 
was a later addition, the Dei'enaor Pac.is was written 
for him. Aleo, it waa Ludwig nor whose enlightened views 
they were aware, and .)1h,ose intil'lility of purpose and want 
of resource only t1..~e could show.n59 The Oontinuator ot 
William of lJ angis desoribes their flight as tollove 1 
Tvo persons of pe~dition~ Maraiglio ot Padua, an 
Italian 0 a..'1.d John or Jandun, a Frenchman, fled 
from their studie$ at Paris, were they had gained 
a reputation for le~hng• to Lewis, duke ot 
Bavaria in Nuremberg •. 
For the Journey they perhaps adopted the disguise or· were 
61 
thought to have adopted the profession ot merdena:ciies. 
However, when Marsigl!o reached the court, he was received 
62 
not as a soldier, but as a "bonus clericus, bonus medicus." 
Perhaps their reception at first was not too cordial, since 
57c. K. Brampton, 2£• ill•• P•· SOB. 
58J. Sullivan, "Mars.iglio of Padua and William of 
Ockh&lll," p. 412. 
59Re L. Pooleg Illustrations of the History ot Mediaeval. 
Thought (London: Williams and Norgate, 1884), P• 265. . 
60
0. K .. Brampton, 2.J?.• ill•• P•· SOS. 
61 1 d o W Previte:. Marsiglio de Padu~, oetenaor Pao •4 • • • • 
Orton (London: Williams ana Norgate, 192:~. P• xi. 
62
J. Haller, .21?.• ill•• P• 170. 
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Ludwig apparently still wanted to keep hia argument w1 th 
the pope aa mu.oh poli t1oal and as l1 ttle theological. aa 
. 6 
possible. · 3 He and clean 'W&l'e tu.ken to Ludwig and introduced 
to him "a qu1busde.m de duois fsmilia, qui ecs Paria1ua 
~gnovere.nt". 
64 Riezler- conjecture.a that it· waa perhaps 
Peter of Aspelt, the philosopher and doetor, ecu:ated at 
Padua imd Paris., who was a friend ot Ludwig and of Ren17 V:tI, 
llho introduced them at the 00'1l't. The "Contilluator" 
speaks of a depe..rture of Marsiglio and Jean in 1318 1n 
almost the same terms with which he deacr1bea the one 
in 1326.65 Perhaps at that time they v1a1ted Peter 1n 
Mainz, whette he had been archbishop since 1305, and he 
subsequently wrote to Lud,.wig or to other friends at the 
German court, 1•ecorumending the two to them. Since Peter 
66 
died 1n 1320, he oould hardly have been there in person. 
l'nlEm. they w.€.' i:?o .. introduced to Ludwig, the "'Oontinuator" ha• 
him. sa.y to them: "Quis movit voa venire de terra paois 
et gloria.e e.d hanc terram bellicoaam?"
67 
This 1nd1oatea 
that perhap8 the De.fensor Pacis and their put in it were 
not yet known by the authorities, ainoe they appar-ently 
63Maraiglio de Padua, £R.• ~., ed. R. Scholz, P• lv111. 
64J. Haller,~· .2.!i~, P• 187. 
6>c. K. Brampton,, .22• ill•, P• 509. 
66
Ibid. -67 
Ibid •• P• 510. 
11 
wore not forced to go t here, Yet. somethtng must have been 
1n the wind, for the tone of the question and their 
arrangements in PSJ. .. is indicate that they did not go too 
willingly. 
Acco.rd!ng to Fra..'lcis 01! Von1ce, it took the Parisian 
masters t wo months to d.1·scover the names qf the author• 
68 
0£ the Defens or Paci$.. Apparently, then, the document 
itself had been discovered earlier, perhaps the French 
translation or the Latin manuscript they may have lei"t 
69 
behind. Mer ula, the Milanese historian. states that 
the men . at Pari s oondemned the authors, burned the books, 
and enjoined silence, all befere the flight ot the authors. 
Brampton t h i nks that this burning of the books was triendl7 
ann. that it accounts for the. lateness of Jobn•a obtaining 
exact informetion about the book and its authors.r
0 
71 
Once t he pope I ound·.~.out about th& Detenaor Pacis, 
however, h e acted upon it uw1ftly and repeatedly, even 
681cid." p 
O 
509'. · 'B~ampton notes that Merula, 1n his 
history of Milan, eontradieta Francis' aaaert.1ona on moat point a• 
69c~ w. Prev1te1.0rton; . .21?.• .2!!•• P• 4. 
70c. K. Bran:q:>ton, .2£• ~·• P• 509. 
71J. Haller, Jll?• ~it., p. 188. S0me, ·1na1.ud1Df J. · 
Sullivan on page 593. of"n'ia artiole herein q~oted, Maraiglio 
of Padua and William ot Ockham," baaing their conoluaion on 
an erroneous passage br John Villani. state that Mara1glio 
and Jean were condemned on July 13, 1324. ' See alao C • K. 188 Brampton • .2E.• cit., P• 509. Haller, 1n note tour on page 
or his a~tlole~rein cited, notea also that the letter 0 1" 
the bishop of Passau, supposedly dated September 6, 1326, in 
Which Marsiglio is spoken or as having be
8
en ex> ndemned as a 
heretic by John XXII~ is really dated 1.32 • 
• 
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betore his inf'or1na.tion was very complete. In a bull 0£ 
April 3. 1327» 1n which he condemns Ludwig• Jebn menia.1.ona 
Ma.rsiglio and ,1ean e.e. t ,eing part o! the dulcets pai-q. 
lie also c.ondemned the Defenaor p·aci.e aJld its author ( t) 
on the strength of the ''ap1n.ic;ms ot ma?lJ learn1'd lll8D." who 
had examined it and i'oun.d heresies 1n 1t .. 72 On Apl'il 9, 
1327., leas tt.LBl'l. a week late11 ,. John 1ssuea the .tirat sugimons 
to Marsiglio and Jean ( others were also included) to 
appear before a council of. the fa1thtul to answer tor 
73 
his erroneous ideas. In th.1a bull ho oomplains that 
they were "accepto1"um beneficiorum immemores et ingrati". 
Therefore bocause of their heresies. and their adherence 
to Ludwig he deprives them ''omnibus bene!'ioiis eooleaiaatieia•. 
Pe'T'hape at this ti ,ne he still did not have a copy of the 
Detensor. since there are at!ll no definite references to 
errors cont.ained J~t. 75 Six months later, on Ootober ·23, 1327, 
John issued two bulls with the following mntent'3. In the 
:first one "Lewis 1a condemned for his opinions on apoatolical 
poverty. for giving support to Mara1liue, and for allowing 
him. to teach to publish his he:retioal dootr1nea. n In the 
second one John writes .that "a eynod of oardinala, aroh• 
bishops. and other prelates with seven masters in theology 
72 J. Sttl.livan, 
Ookham•" p • .594, 
J.marsiglio ot Padua and William o:t' 
73Ib1d --· 741bid., p .. 411. -7S J. Haller, . g,£Q ~-, p. 188. 
74. 
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and pt-ofeasora; of law, Qondem.ned t1ve heret1oal ar.tiolea 
'Wbioh s ~vere.l Cathol1e men had taken fl'Om the Detenaor 
Paola and b~ought to him;' B&oauae ot thoae five po1nta 
and their refusal to come to the oounoU to wh1oh he bad 
sunno.ned them, N~·aiglio and Jean are oondeJUled •• h81'et1o•• 
all persons ai'e px,ohibited 1'tt0l'l1 helping them, and the 
faithful ai•e enjoined t .o seize them ao that tbey may be 
p~ished. 76 Maller tliink• that bJ tb1a time they had a 
77 
ceipy ot the book in theb posaeas1on, but Bl9ampton etatea 
that "J oll .. --i XXII &pporu.,a to be aot1ng on heaJ1aay ev1denoe." 78 
Arter this" the plPooesaea issued against Maraiglio and 
Jean followed thick and i'aat. Dlw1ng 1328, on JanUUJ 28, 
Februar7 27, Harch JO, April lS, and May 21, John aent 
letters to his le.g&tes tit Rome and othel' ot1'1o1ala, oom• 
mand1ng them to aeiie the two heret1oa. 79 On May 10 ot 
that year oocurred the 1nquiaitor1al trial at Avignon, 
w1tb Gaabert, Archbishop of blea- assisting at th& In-
qu1s1t1on, in wi11eh frano1a or Venioe gave the ev1denoe 
t.1h1ch vaa mentioned. previoualf• Pinallr, on April 20. 1.329, 
the Kot&erkataio~ was enl'iChed llith the name• of o~ two 
heroea. and tlley were included with the rank of h8rea1aroh, 
76J.e Sullivan. "Marsigl.io of Padua and William ot 
Ookham•" P• 594. 
77J. Ualle1'$, !2• cu_ •• P• 188. 
78a. re. Bral?lpton, .9!• ~t., P• S09o 
79J. Sullivan, "J',~aiglio or Padua an4 William ot 
Ookham•" pp. 594 t. 
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all ot whose> wr1t1nga were, fol1'b1d.~n tor good cat>'mUo 
60 minda. 
,... 
!:?.!£ !!.0t1Grl&!i 11nd lta Attel'Uth 
Arter Mars1glio had reaoM~ the oourt ot Luclvig the 
BaVU'1e.n. ho d id not wait long to .Dl&ke hia lntluenoe .felt. 
He soon beeamct the eontessed leade~ ot the M1nor1tea who 
81 
had gat her ed around Ludw1g. Mueaato w1t•• 1n a ooapatu-
latory note which i s Muc·h mo~ reapecttw. 1n ton. than 
his tnotr1cal epis t le that he 1'lu heard that Maraigllo la 
t . . . ~ he chief advise~ t o the king. He baa a.JT1Ve4 in Ge1'!118D1' 
at an opport une time . Ludwig alread,J 1n 132& wae preparing 
to m.ar-oh on Rome" aeldnd. llim he had a united. GeaJW11, 
with him t he Sp.irittwl Frano1aoana, and b.tore him the 
Oh1bellines of Ite.l.~, whf) ve:re up 1n arms ovezt th,s tut.ranee 
of John ot Calabl'ia 1nt;o Florenoo. Th• united loyal.tr 
ot ac many g&ve him a prete~t u vell aa .n encouragement 
83 
to carry out h!a u duty" and 4epoae the pope. Thia led 
to the unprecedented and unique aou:ray of Lwlltdg, 1n 
which Mars.1gl1o• e h.an(l oan be seen quite cle&rlJ• Earl7 
in January o:r 1327 Ludwis accepted the 1n-.1tation ot the 
Ghibelline ohief s
9 
who we·re assembled. at Trent, to beo~ 
aoJ •. tialle1'>, !R.• c1t., p. 168. 
81ft. L. Pool e , 2P.• cit., P• 26S. 
820 • Ka Br e.JJ:lpton, i£• cit.; P• $l0e 
• 
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their leader. He marched on Milan shortly atterwal'da, and 
on Ma}" 30 he was orowned with the iron crown ot Lombard7 
as Henry VII had been before him. Thia waa done by' two 
deposed biahops. while the archbishop or the city, Aycardua, 
somehow found himselt absent. Mara1gl1o probabl7 preached 
there in Milan, as he may have done in Trent alao.84 
After that~ accompanied by Castruocio Oaatraoani, Ludwig 
left Milan and headed towB.l'd Rome. He entered the "Eternal 
City" 1n triumph on January 10. 1328, at the invitation 
85 · 
of the people, An assembly ot the people declared the 
King of the Romans to be emperor, and, on January 16, leaa 
than a week after his entry, Biahopa Albert of Venice an4 
Gerard ot Aleria bestowed the holy unction on him in Saint 
Peter's Cathedral, ,-1b.ile a la:yman, Sciarra Colonna, as 
a delegate of the people, put the imperial crown of gold 
on his head. 86 There especially was Marsiglio'a hand 
evident, and Villani notes that this was the first emperor 
87 \ 
to be crowned by anyone except the pope or his legate. 
In Aprilg at'ter a long harangue composed bJ Maraiglio and 
Al.bertino of Casale, the Roman assembly deposed John XXII 
aa a heretic for his denial of the doctrine or the poverty 
84Ibid. 
S.$~•» Po .511. 
860. W. Previte-Orton,. !mo• !ll•.,· P• 4. 
87c. K. Bra.-rupton, .21?.• ~., P• Sll • 
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of Christ. The two deoreea of Ludwig 1n whioh he announced 
the deposing of John, the present one ot April 18 and the 
later one at Pisa dated December 12, 1328, were probably 
88 
£ounded on the Defensor Pacis. The aaaembl7 elected 
a Spiritual Franciscan, Peter of Coi-bara, aa Nicholas V 
in his steade The now pope oblig1ngl7 put his blessing 
on Ludwig's coronatione Mara1gl1o usui-ped the ottioe ot 
89 papal. vioariua ~ !!P1r1tualibus for the city, and aa auoh 
he seemed to be a most intolerant fellow, tor he seemed 
90 
quite willing to perseoute hie opponents. It 1a during 
these days that John was issuing one letter after another 
against hi!l10 all without effect. Also about this tillle, . 
Peter Pal udeg Patriarch of Jerusalem, wrote his treatise 
in f avo1~ of John and opposed to Marsiglio' s heretical ideas, 
91 
entitled~ Cauaa :lmmediata ecolesiaatiaae Poteatat1s. 
In spite or this also, John's legates at Rome were completely 
helpless at t he time and could not put the judgments or 
the pope and his defenders into erteot. However, Ludwig 
and ~larsigliots moment of t~1umph, the praotioal. application 
or some of the principles of the Detensor Paola, was rather 
short livod. In his masterpiece, Maraiglio diapla7a great 
faith 1n the judgment of the people and their ability to do 




89c. W. Previte-Ol'ton, .2E• ~., P• 5. Ibid. 
91J. Sullivan, "Me.rsiglio ot Padua and William of 
Oakham," p. 595. 
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the right thing :t'or the preservation ot the peace. Perhaps 
after 1328 he was not so sure, tor the people soon grew 
tired of their new empero: and their anti-pope. In August, 
the royal party, including the erstwhile vicariua 1n -
spiritualibu.ii~ made its way back to Pisa, diaappointe4 1n 
its venture and derided by the people who had welcomed 
it in triumph& Pal.~ Sunday became Good Friday once more, 
and the fickleness of the maJses won out. There at Piaa 
a parliament of notables was held in December 13, 1328.92 
Here the aohim11atic nobles once more condemned John, but 
with little ef reot. It was perhaps at that parliament 
that Marsigl io received the appointment as archbishop 
ot Milan, which he reoieved in place of the vioarsh1p which 
"he had been obliged to abandon"93 and "in derogation ot 
the claims of Giovanni Visconti" ,_94 who had deserted ~udwig 
after the Rome riasao. It 1a ,doubttul whether Marsiglia 
was ever able to hold that office, because ot the unoertain 
conditions in both the Church and the State. At aey rate, 
a year later;) December, 1329, Ludwig and his i'ollowera 
were baok in Trent, and Maraiglio•s period of greatest 
influence apparently was over, at least tor a while. 
the more moderate oounsel ot Ockham and others pre• 
92c. K. Brampton, 22• ill•• P• 5ll. 
9.3 
Bow 
Ibid., p. 514. - ,,. 9h. t d o w previte-orton, 
P. xi. 
~arsigl1o de Padua,~· o1 ., 8 • • • 
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vailed, 95 but Mo.rs1gl1o had had a unique opportun1t7 to 
put his tb.eor1ea into praetioe, and aomething had 
£ailed. 
9SJ,. Sullivan" "Mars1gl1o or Padua and William ot 











:. FINALE ,; 
Last Years 
Within the space of one decade• Mara1gl1o bad formula-
ted hie ideas and the proof a thereof and bad bad an 
opportunity to put some .ot those ideas into praotioe, at 
least in a limited way• -· Such an opportunity waa almost 
unique, but f or Ma.rsiglio it was not entirel7 auooeaatulJ 
-indeed, it was hardly so. He had reached the greatest 
pinnacle of his influence, a height which he would not 
nearly equal again. His wol'k was not forgotten, however. 
For example~ Ludwig incorporated •ome of the ideas set 
forth in the 1ntvoduct1on of the Detensor PaQia 1n a letter 
addressed to the cities ot Spirea and worms on October 29, 
1329.1 His subsequent activities are pret~y well shrouded 
1n ailenoe~ and we receive moat our in.formation concerning 
him from the continued ~ttaoka of the popes and the oon-
ciliatory letters of Ludwig 1n return. Apparently he 
2 
became or l'emained Ludwig' a phys1o1an, or perhapa he 
developed a private pl'actice. In addition to that, he 
1J. Sullivan, nMarsiglio of Padua Rnd W1U1am ot Ookham.• 
American Historical Review; II (1896•97), 595. 
2c. w. Previte-Orton, n~~sigliQ ot Padua~ Doctrinea," 
English Historical Review, XXXVIII (192.3), 5. - • - . 
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would be of service to his liege at least onoe more 1n a 
pol1tioa1 way, but his days of active participation 1n 
politics had reached their zenith and then aet auddenl.7, 
like the sun in the desert. Even of hia death we must 
hear second-hand, biit his book was preserved while he 
was forgotten., 
Fo:r allnost flftieen years ,tter the disaatroua Romerzug 
there ie aoarcely a positive bit of evidence to indicate 
what Marsiglio was doing. However, we know he vaa alive 
through the mention of his name in various ott1o1al com• 
munications. Pope John regularly issued bulls directed 
against Ludwig 8.l'ld his followel'a, and Maraiglio was 
consistently mentioned in them together with other iollowers 
of .the Duke. Such bulls were issued on .MaJ 5 and June 1S, 
l329J February 15, July 22 and 31, and September 6, lJJOJ 
and July 8 and 21 0 1331 •. 
3 The pope did not confine hia 
aot1v1tiem to these bulla only, tor they did little to 
com.bat the spread of Mars1gl1o's ideaa • . on May JO, 1329, 
John XXII wrote t he chancellor ot the Un1vel9a1t7 of Paris• 
reminding him of th<:t processes which had been issued against 
Maraiglio and Jean. The faoultJ of theology- dutitullJ 
drew up a list of the 485 errozts condemned bf John 1n view 
4 or which they condemned the Defensor Paoia. One oan 
3 J. Sullivan, 21?.• ill•, P• S95. 
4Ibid. -
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hardly condemn the.."'!1 f ott this action, since it there vere 
ever n dangex,oua and heretical work at that time• the 
Derensor was ite It is almost to their credit that the7 
waited as long am they d.id betore they condemned the work 
' 
attributed to their oolle~ea, since the faculty as a 
whole ~as undoubtedly brought under auapioion because ot 
the action 0£ the two. Fifty years later, they were still: 
questioni.llg the faculty concerning a poaaible role the7 
may have played in producing the revol~tiona17 work.s 
In 1331 Gerald Odo, who had just been elected general 
of the Mino~ite order felt it was hia duty also to sa7 
something against the 1nan who had been ao closely aasooia-
ted with the rebellious members ot his order. It haa 
orten been debated whether or not Hars1gl1o was a Francia• 
can. He certainly joined forces closely with their 
leaders6 and even had many follower• among the Minoritea. 
There are a nwnbe1.. of points against his being a membeit 
of the reguJ.ar clergy, however. Monks were not allovecl 
to practice medi cine in the first plaoe. Brampton sum-
marizes the othe~ reasona.7 The bull ot 1318 granted him 
e. benef'ice without a permit to break his M1nor1te vow. 
5Ib1deo Po 598. 
6c. K. Brampton, ttMarsiglio ot Padua, Life," ED.gliah 
Historical: Review, XXXVII (1922), ,13. 
7o. W. Previte-Orton, 21?.• !!i•• P• 4. 
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There is no record in the official annal• to aubatant1ate 
his members hip . In a letter of John XXII and 1n one ot 
Ludwig, Marsiglia is mentioned aep8l"atel7 after aeTeral, 
Franciscans have been mentioned by name in a group. 
Before the death of John at le11-et two more orthodox adherents 
in addition to Peter Palude attempted to refute the errora 
of the Defensor Pacis. The first ot these was Alvarez 
Pelagius, who tried to refute two of Mars1gl1o's heretical 
opinions in hi s Summa!!_ Planctu Ecclea1ae, which is 
elsewhere referred to as the ApolQgia contra Mara111um !! 
Occamum and whioh appeared between 1330 and 1332. The 
second wo.s the !?.! Jur1~diotione Imperil !!. Authoritate 
8 
aumm1 Pont1fieia~ written by Alexander of Saint Blp1d1o. 
Pope John XXII died on December 4, 13.34, but with 
his death t he controversy did not die. Thia waa no quarrel 
which in'ti'Olved only one pope. It was a quarrel striking 
at the very f oundation~ of the medieval papaOJ, thus 
involving all popes. However. at the end ot 1334, perh,ps 
hoping for a fresh start with the new pope, Ludwig opened 
negotiations with Cardinal Napoleon Orsini with the intent 
of calling a gene:ral council. However, the cardinal 
~etuaed to do anything for LudWig unless he sent Maraiglio 
away from h is court • This is an 1ndioat1on ot the hate 
With which t he papal authorities viewed Mar•iglio 88 well 
8J. Sullivan, ODe cit. , PP• 595 t • ....... -
89 
as a point in Ludwig's favor peraonaJ.17. Ludwig baa been 
much maligned for his weakness and 1nabil1t7 to act, 
but desp1 te the tact that the presence of Maraigl.1o and 
others prevented him from ever reaching an agreement with 
the popep he never gave them up or abandoned them tor his 
own personal ga1ne 9 Ot course, one might argue that it 
he gave them up he would have had no one to plead his oauae 
and he would have been. bound to lose anywa7, but let ua 
leave this one bright spot in Ludwig's tavo~. 
Meanwhile D Benedict XII was keeping up the tight 
which his predecessar had so energetioally puraued in hia 
old age, and the year 1336 i'inda Ludwig a s~ppliant to the 
.10 l papacy which he had previously defied. n a ver-y 
interesting letter from Ludwig to the pope, dated October 28 
or that yearg the following is contained.. Ludvig read1l7 
condemns Cesena, Ookham, and others, as well as Marsiglio 
and Jean, and explains to the pope why he allowed them to 
stay at his court. He. thought they were loyal members of 
the Ohurch
61 
and he retained them in hia service beoauae the7 
11 
were valuable to him as lawyers. Besides, it their 
opinions were heretical, he did not aooept them, using 
only such or their opinions as were of value tor the 
9c. w. Previte:orton, .2E.• ~., P• S. 
10a. L. Poole, Illustrations o.r the HiatF, !!£.. Mediaeval 
Thought · ( London: w!iilams and !forgat'e, 1884 , P• 26t>-
11o. K. Brampton, ~· ill.•• P• 50S. 
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de.f'ense of t ho lW!pire. He had intended to reduce them to 
obedience to the Church , and he had only allowed them to 
preach against Bis Holiness' most noble predecessor becauae 
he wanted to g j.ve good churchmen a chance to retute their 
errors. (That is certainly a novel point, and one oan 
juat hea1' Benedict sputter at auoh balde;rdaah.) He 
1'a1thtully promis es to destroy any heret1oa whioh the Churoh 
woul.d point out i> especieJ.ly Mars1gl1o and Jean.
12 
Ot 
course 1> the words a11d the promises were quite em.ptJ I and 
Benedict swallowed ~either. He kept up his demands that 
Mai-aiglio a11d the M1no~1tes at the court of Ludwig ~be 
brought under submission to the pope. Ludwig countered 
with a proposal i n 1333 that Marsiglio and the Minoitite& 
ehould Just i fy thei r opinions betore an aasemblJ or clerics 
and laymen, ·which would decide their punishment. Herein 
1a seen once znore the hand of Mars1gl1o, although Ookham 
could just as well have suggested it. Benedict rejected 
the proposal
0 
although he later granted a aate•oonduct 
to the men 1n,rolved. By that time, Ludwig had lost interest, 
so the negotiati ons fell through completely.
13 
Atter the 
death or Benedict, Clement VI oontinued the vitoh pmit, and 
he condemned over 250 heretical article• taken trom the 
Detensor Pac is~ l 4 I t was during hie reign that Marsiglio 
12J .. Sullivan • .2E• cit., Pi 596~, 
l3IP1d. l4Ib1d., P• ~~7. 
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died, to be followed soon after by hia aooomplicea and 
hia master. 
Before he died, however, Maraiglio wa~ still to wield 
h1a pen againat the powe.r of the pope. Ludvig, on the 
lookout tor ·the future, was deairoua ot having h1a aon 
and namesake m.a:rry the wealthy heireaa. Margaret Hau1taaoh, 
daughter or Henry of Tyrol and Duchess ot Oarinthia and 
1.$ 
Oountes$ or Tyrol. Unfortunately, Margaret wu already · 
married to John Henry or Moravia, and the pope, the 11suu 
diapense:r of divorces, was hardiy in .a moocj to do a 
t'avor of' any sort for Ludwig, especially one which would 
increase h1s rival rs power. Therefore, Ludwig called on 
his trusty advisers, Marsigl1o and Ockham, who were al.ways 
ready and willing to adduce a tew tacts and opinions in 
t'avor of' their lo1~d and opposed to the pope.. For this 
occasion Marsiglio produced his j2! lure Imperatoria ~. 
. ' 
Causis Matrimonialibus, whose oontent is obvious from it• 
title.16 This was written before February 10; 1342, the 
date ot Margarett s marriage to Ludwig ot Branden~g, the 
em.perori s son.17 Perhaps this· was also the oooas1on which 
prompted Marsiglio .to prepare a short 1yno~1111 ot the Oc.!'en-
!.2.!: Pacis under the title of the Detenaor Minor. 
lSo o K. Brampton, .2E.. ill., PP• 501-1. 
160. w. Previ t.r.o:rton·, .9.1!• ~· ~ P• >• 
l7o •. K. Brampton, S?• cit •. , PP• SOl•l>• 
The 
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traetate allowing the emperor to grant 41voroea on h1• 
own authorit y i s incor porated into this work, and Previte-
Orton thinks that Mar8igl1o expanded the traotate into a 
summary o1' his views~ c.e.·u1ng it the Defenaor Minor,. 
which was his l ast work.
18 
Moat aoholara th1nk they were 
done independently ~ however, and were merely put together 
aa works of one author., There are indications that 
Maraiglio may have written some ph1loaoph1cal vorka, but 
there is no evidence to .support that possibility. The 
only other work wh1Qh 1$ definitely aaoribed to Mal'a1glio 
is the Tractatus !!! t .~anale.t1o~, Romani ~er11:, which 
various schola i .. s have dated trom l32S•2o19 to 1341-42. 
20 
It 1s actually an almost literal eopy or a treatiae on 
- . 21 
that subject by Landult Colonna, written about 1260, 
so it is relat ively unimportant as far as Mars1gl1o 1• 
concerned. 
neath 
Already between September 10 and 15, 1328, according 
18c. w. Pr evite:=orton, op. cit., P• 5. 
19J. Sullivan:> !E.• 9it., P• 413• 
2<>Mt)l'lsiglio de Padua, Defenaor Pacis, 8f· 1~1 Scholz (H~overi Hahnsohe Buchhandlung, t932), P• v • 
21.. _ · 1 t the De.tensor Paola," ~. J . Tooley, 1''.l'he Authorsh P 0 th aerie•, 
Transactions or the Royal Historical Societz, 4 · 
n t1926), 1ozr.- -
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to John Vilan1o Mara;slio had died at Montalto dU1'1ng the 
imperial retreat from the d1saatroua Rome experiment. 22 
However, that 1a certainly erroneoua, f.or Mara1glio 
figures repeatadly in subsequent papal bull• and he alao 
l 
Vl'Ote two works which are prese~ved tor ua, bot~ ot whioh 
&l'e dated in the Fo:nti~s ;. ~ Valois was the tirat to 
conjecture that the person about whom Villani wa1 aotuall7 
writing was Marsiglio•s companion, Jean de Jandun.23 
More recent scholars are fairly agreed 1n aooepting that 
diagnosis with a .few ohanges, although Jean is mentioned 
several t ime s in the Thirties in papal b~la together 
with other meng all of whom were ~still alive. Other 
evidence, eapeoially a letter which Michael of Oeaena 
wrote to Gerard Odo during Deoember, 1332, bears thia 
out. In it he wrote: 
You falsely a.cQuse me of commun1oat1ng with Ma.ater 
John of J e.ndun; he has died., as everyone mova, 
in Todi, before I reached P1sai now I did not ••i4 
foot, nor did r ever propose to set toot 1n Tod1. 
Michael arrived at Pisa on June 8, 1.328, so that would 
indicate that he had died bei'ore that date. Brampton 
combines the repor·ta of Villani and Michael and coma up 
With the following result: Jean· died at Todi (Miobael) 
25 
bet'o:re August Jl, 1328 (Villani). At UJ1 rate, it 
22 511. 2.3Ib1d., PP• 51.2 f • 
C. K. Brampton, .21?.• ill.~, P~ 
241b1d., PP• 511 r. 
2Sib ~ B~ft~pton aoceptl implicitly 1d., PP• .,ia r. --
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was not Marsiglio that died. Just exaotlJ when Hua1g11o 
did die is completely unknown. The oloaeat one oan oame 
to that date is a speech of Clement VI which he delivered 
on April 109 1343. In t~at speech he _definitelJ atatea 
that both Jean and Nar111glio were dead.-ii Unlike Ookb.am, 
Maraiglio apparently remained defiant to the end, and he 
died, excommunicated and condemned by the Ohuroh. In the 
speech referred to above, Olement saids "We p.ave hardl.7 ~, 
ever read a worse heret 1c than this Mara1gl1o." · Thia 
was the epitaph that the Supreme Pontitt Wl'Ote oonoerning 
Mar~iglio, and I cw.mot but feel that ~J that time th~ae 
would have been sweet words to the 8.l'Oh•heretio if he 
had been able to hear them. 
summary .of Maraigliots Lite 
This, theng is a summary or the life ot Mara1glio de 
Padua as it has been portrayed 1n these pages. He vaa 
bom about 1290 in Padua. Be was raised 1n hia home oitJ 
and attended the local university, probably atudying 
Philosophy, law, and medicine. Late in 1311 or early 1n 
1312 he lert home upbn the advice of his triend and 
Villani ts facts e.a to dates and places, bduit nn ri-a:Agoato 
Villani Wl"ote: " ••• e partiaai dat To a " 
col auo ·Ant1papa, econ tutta aua oorte 8 gente. .., 
26Mars1glio de Padua. DetenaQt, Pao1~f ed. o. ~· Previte-
Orton (Cambridge: UniveraitJ Preas, 192 J' P• xii • 
2 7 J. Sullivan. ~· ill•, P• S97 • 
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counsellor, Mussato. His destination waa Paria, the mecca 
ot young intellectuals in those da71 and tor IWlJ' daya to 
come. After about a yea:r of stud7 and teaching at the 
University of re.ria, he was elected by his a,aooiatea to 
the rectorship qi: that august institution. Hia term 
ended in ·the spring of 1313, but he remained at the 
university for about two years as a teaohing maater. Mean• 
while h~ probably oont1nued his atudy, especially in the 
field of medicine., a Paris specialty. He tired ot the 
lite of scholarship, however, and joined the newly atirrad-
up hoatili'ties 1n Italy, fighting on the aide of the anti-
papal Ghibellines. This flirtation with politioa, vh1oh 
began in 1314, did not bring the expected result to the 
amb1 t ious Marsiglio, and in 1316 we tind him 1n Avignon, 
the recipient of a benefice from the new pope, . John XXII. 
Once again in 1316 he received an expeotanoy to an 
eocJ.es1ast1oal post but neither one of them ever actually , . 
was .fulfilled. During those two years he studied with 
an megius ·doctor who might well bave been William ot 
Bresci~ papal. phys.io1an and renowned medical 1oholar. 
Onoe more he tired of that life, however, so he rejoined 
the nor them I tali an Ghibelline a to try tor tame and 
fortune w1 th them againe Apparently he bad grown 1n their 
eatlmation over the yee:zts, tor tbia time the7 entrusted 
him with a v~ry delicate mission to the oourt ot France. 




with the Ghibellines. i'he trend 1n politics vaa toward 
the north and Ludwig the Bavarian, and Mara1gl1o ,. a gaze 
turned in that direction also. Fol' the third and tlnal 
time he returned to the 11:te of aoholarahip. Thia time, 
however, he concentrated on th,ology, although hia 
main interest remained politioa. By 1326 he was rea~ 
to te.ke his first degree in theologr, at which tble he 
announced that he would read a aeries ot lectUl'ea on 
the Bible. Meanwhile, he had oompoaed h1a unique theolo-
gioalMpolitioal treatise, the Defensor Pac1a11 and it 
had come to light together with hia implication 1n it. 
This neoesaitated his tl1gh~ to Gel'lll&ey11 whioh he financed 
with money borrowed purportedly to pay the tees making 
him eligible to give a .Bi-bel-kura. Two rears after hia 
arrival in Germany, he was the emperorta ohiet' adviser, 
,, 
and he accompanied his chiet on the famous Romerzug, 
which he himself might well have instigated. Onoe in 
Rome, he was appointed vioarius j! apiritualibua, but 
hia occupancy 0£ that distinguished post and his stay 
1n the ~ternal. City were both out short by the turning 
of the fickle Roman populace against their popularly• 
elected and newlyacrowned emperor and his henchmen. 
Back to Gel'm.any they went, and there Mara1gl1o continued 
his practice or medicine, which he had begun at tlie lateat 
during his last stay 1n ~aris. He dropped almost 
completely out ot active pol1t1oa, taking up hia pen only 
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1n the last yea1~s ot his life to write a IWIIIIIAJ7 ot hia 
great work as well aa a traotate for the empero~ juatitying 
a divorce whieh the latter ettectod on his own authorit7. 
Final.ly, probably in 1343. he died, having gained a 
reputation as one of the outstanding heretics of the age. 
Character Sketch 
It is almost as dif.fioult to aasomble a character 
sketch of' our subject as it ia to determine some ot the 
details of his life. There was no Plutarch at Maraiglio•a 
time to give us something more than mere tacts concerning 
the activities of the man. Mussato gives ua a few hints 
about his character in his semi•humoroua metrioal e~istle, 
but the rest we must infer trom hi~ writings. Beoauae 
of that fact, our conclusions are onlJ tentative. 
When Marsiglio £1l"at consulted his d1atingu1shed friend, 
Mussato, concerning his !uture, he was wavering between 
law and medicine. At that time he decided on medicine, 
but his wavering days were hardly over. Years later, 
when Musaato ~r~ote him, the-poet entitled his poems 
"Ad maglatrum Mars111wn physioum. Paduanum eiua incon• 
atantiam arguens."28 Inconstant1a had aharaoterised the 
years between the t:lme when he til'st aooepted Hussato'• 
advice and left home to study medicine and the time when · 
28 
J,, Halleri> !I?• ~ .. , P• 19.,,.. 
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the latter wrote his poem, perhaps ten 7eu1 later. 29 
During that period he had twlce deToted hlmaelt to 
soholarship and twioe had left t~at lite for- the more 
exoiti~g aot1vit1Gs of t he political .ars. He apparentl7 
had diffioulty in stay-1ng in one plaoe and at one oocupa• 
t1on tor a. very long time. He loved to wander, and wander 
he did. It was not until he waa banned trom Oatholio 
lands because o1: hie autho1"ship of the Defenaoia Pacia 
that he more or less settled dawn, aa far as we know. 
Even then~ he made one laat fling and thumbed his nose 
\\ 
at the pope a nd his oohorts during the Romerzug, which 
he probably i nstigate~~ J\..t'ter the diaaatroue outoom.e 
of the Rome experinlent, Mars1gl1o'·a wandering• were 
reatrioted t o the lands Qt his fellow exoCJIIIDIUJlioate, 
Ludwig the Bavarian. Even then, he was probablJ otten 
on the go i n G·<.,}rmany, where there waa plenty ot room 
in which to roam .. 
One cause or Ma.rsigl.1o'e Wanderlust waa undoubtedlJ 
his ambition. His was not the type of. ambition that oould 
aet a distant goal and then set out to reaah it, even 
it it took many years.. He wanted quick results, and 1r 
he did not soon get · them, he would try something el••• 
That is about the only we:, one can explain hia rapid ahitt 
of occupation. He was a teache~, a doctor, a political 
29 Ib1.!!_. •. ., p. 169. 
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adviser, and perhaps a soldier, a olerio, and a 1a117er. 
Mussato advised him. to study med1o1ne becauae one oould 
succeed more rapidly 1n that field, wh1le law requil'ed 
7eara of patient waiting bef'ol'e it began to be reall7 
profitable. His ambition spUJtred him on, but it alao 
led him to disaster, He saw the weakened state ot the 
papacy, and he dreamed of overthrowing ita temporal 
pow.er. This led to his taking a bite larger than he 
could mastiaate~ the Romerzug. Aa v1oar1ua !! ap1r1tual1bua 
he lorded 1 t over the adherente ot the pope and persecuted 
them freely. Th is showed a rather undesirable trait ot 
his charact er, a merciless v1nd1ct1veneaa. Hia triwnph 
was aa short lived aa that ot many another conquering 
Caesu;~ and soon his days of lordship were over. He bad 
notonly alYlbition ; he had daring. He was willing to 
gamble for hi gh stakes, but he lost. 
A possible explanation for some of h11 oharaoteriatica 
is his stature. Apparently Marsiglio waa quite abort. At 
least, Haller thinks so.JO He believes that Musaato 1• 
referring to that in the liner "Quidam aiunt quod tu 
germano acoingeri~ enai."Jl It he were abort, he poaaibly 
oompenaated for that fact by asaering himaelt • 0 boldly 
and projeoting himself to the toretront wherever he was. 
However that may beg he undoubtedly was a leader of men, 
to Which the effect ho had upon other men vi th ideaa ot 
30 31M. J. Tooley, .22,• ~., P• 105. 




their own attests. Included 1n t bat group are Ludvig, 
lioly Roman Emperor; Jean de Jandun, one ot the outstanding 
philosophical scholars of the ageJ WUllam ot Oekham, one 
or the great religious m,inds or the later Kiddle As••J 
and others. Whether he influenced hia friends beoauae of 
bia personal magnetism or solely beoauae of his original 
and auda-cious mind cannot ·be determined. However, when 
hi~ personality no longer could intluenoe others, hia 
great worJc lived on · and oontinued to atteot the livea ot 
individuals and nations. 
Marian Tooley has a rather dim view ot the charaoter 
or Maraiglio~ espeoiallt s1noe it helps her oaae. She 
thinks that it is natural that the oolorf'ul and dramatic 
Mai-a1gl1o should be r&membered and credited with the 
authorship of the Defensor' Pac1$ long atter the quiet, 
un~~truaive Jean was torgotten. 32 9 H1a career auggeata 
that he was ambitious, asaertive, and unsorupuloua," she 
says, and he would not have been loath to accept or.edit 
tor the sole authorship of the work even though he cll:d 
not deaerve it. After all, she point• out, he stole the 
work or an earlier writer almost literallJ fol'> his !?.! 
.33 
illr1sd1ct1one Imper11 et Authoritate awmn.1 PontJ.1'1°18• 
.;.....;::-...- -
32I i 88 • . b deg P• -3 ,_hat all ........ •ual in the Middle Ages' 
-".L' was not at w.u ..... 
however. 
lOl 
zt ia not dil'.f1cul t to believe that Mal'a1gl1o vu ever,• 
thing she says he was, but the case doea not end there. 
The warmth wi·th 1mioh Mussato addl'eaae1 him, the large 
number 0£ .fri ends he ha.du his eleot1on to the reotorahip 
of the Uni versi t y of Paris, these attest that he had alao 
some very endear i ng oharact eristioa. What they were., I 
shall not vent ure t o saye 
.. It is very easy to conclude that Maraigl.1o was an 
opportunist. The maimer 1n which he wandered from one 
place to the next and fl?om one occupation to another 
indicates t hat. rhe s t rongest proot ot thia faot 1a his 
service under t he Ghibelline ohie~a, who were the bitteiteat 
enemies of his native city and who won gl.Ol"'f 1n .fighting 
her. No one has ye t produced a aatistaoto17 reason tor 
that switch. Mara1gl1o was proud ot his native oitJ 
and he bad the blood of' a true patriot 1n his veina. 
In the 1'1rst cha pter of his masterpieoe, he pl'OU411 state•, 
"Antenorides ego" ~ referring to the rounder ot hia o1 t7 
aa VJ.?.gil describes hi.m-. )4 Despite his detection, Padua 
Ae neid (0&"1lbr1dget Harvard Un1YeraitJ Preaa, 
l l . 242 f f. A hivla 
Antenor potuit~ med11a elapsu1 tit1ma'tµtua 
I llyrioos penetrare sinus atque Timav1 
regna L.iburnoi-um et tontem su:=;. monti: 
undo per ora novem vaato cum 1 t 8J'V& 1 t mare proruptum. et pelage prem 
son-anti. p tavi aedeaque looavit 
hio taiuen ille urbem. a cledit armaque t'ixit 
Te13c,rorum et gentdi nomompenoatua paoe quleaolta 
Troia; nunc plaoi • 0 
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~emembered him. and the c 1t7 erected a tablet in St. 
Leonard's Ohurch which recounts his act1Y1t1es and his 
in!'luence on German thought. 3.$ One might aay that love 
for his fatherland made him overlook his devotion to hia 
mother cityg but that would be speaking 1n terms slightly 
1n advance of Marsislio' s time. It see.ms that his oppor-
tunism and ambition for personal gain ruled him more 
than his so.rton emotions. 
Marsiglio was a man of violent paaaiona. He hated 
the papacy passionately, and he attacked it with vigor. 
He l'iad the hot blood of the South in his veins. even 
though he lived in the more temperate north ot Italy. 
Were there any women 1n his life? One would certainl7 
expect that there woul.d be, but nowehere is ~~re a 
wo1~d mentioned on the subject. Perhaps he waa a cleric 
a!'ter all, or perhaps he satisfied himselt with the 
temporary liaisons whioh wero so oommon 1n those daya 
that they did not even deael"Ve mention. with tho i-esult 
that we would not hear about them. 
Finally, was MarsigliQ a ve17 good Obr1at1anf Many 
scholars oonclude that he was not. iirue enough, the 
second Dictio or the Defensor Paois especially is based 
nos tua p~agenies1. oaeli quibua adnu1a aroem, 
navibua ( int'anduml J am1ssia unius ob iram 
prodimur atque. Italia longe diaingimur oria. 
35c. K. Branipton1 .2J!• .2!!•• P• 501. 
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almost ent irely on the Bible and the Fathera, and MaJta1gl1o 
certai nly studi e d t heology and was perhaps even a prac-
ticing pr iest~ but that i s not entirely convincing. 
Some think that he was_ perhaps drawn to theolog merely 
because of th~ political use to whioh he could put 1t.36 
Since he was an Aver roi st, he could easily have been 
taint ed with t he :r>eligious skepticism which characterized 
so many of that class . His aot1ona ·certainly were not 
always motivated by Cbl'istian love, but that is not 
conclus i ve either, as we all know. In this matter. 
Scholz ntrongl y maintains that Maraiglio was a good 
Chzais'tia11:1 i n t he following wol'dst 
Weit ontfernt davon !rrel1g1ose oder atheistiache 
Ansichten zu auszern., zeigt aich MaraUius vielmelu-
h i <n .. gerade als':gUt§laub1ger Christ, der an den 
Kirehonlehren .feath&Ut, und nur die Gebiete der 
Vernuntt und der Oftenbarung, des Glaubena und
3
9ea 
E~kennens acharf voneinander zu sondern suoht. 
Oonolusion 
We ar e not su~e whether or not the dead Marsiglia 
waa blessed, but his works certainly lived a£ter him. 
Although £o~ many yefU'a at a time he would pass into oom• 
Plet e obsourityg he always came back into the limelight 
agai n~ s o t hat today he is more honored and respected than 
36Jo Haller, .2.E• ~., I>• 189. 
37R Scholz "Narsiliua von Padua und die Idee de~ 
Deznokratie," Ze1tsehr1tt £ur Pol1t1k, I (1907), 6S. 
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ever. He we.a the produot of a unique time and unique 
eircurustanoes, wh1oh combined with hia unique g1fta or 
mind and pers?nal1ty to produce -t he .. marv and his worka. 
There is rauch speculation concerning the- tactora which 
influenctld Msrs1gl1o. Certainly he waa !.."lf}uenoed by 
the condit ions ot his native Padua and the situation 1n 
northern Italy: in general-. Some consider th1• the 
major inf luence in hia lite • .38 Others point to France 
and t he battle ot Philip the Fair with the pope, with ita 
brilliant tractariansg as the major influence upon 
f.1ars 1gl1o and his ideaa.39 He was also inf'luenced by his 
training. Although there are only two citations from 
40 
the ancien·t; medioal authorities· 1n the Detensor Paci11, 
it i s filled with medical expressions and comparisons. The 
e1a:pirical knowledge and experience that medicine provided 
influenced him considerably,41 and that is one 0£ the 
1'actors that rel ate-a him to the Renaissance. .There were 
many i nfluences upon Maraiglio, and he absorbed them all. 
into his thinking. However, we cannot ·reduoe him to a 
mere produot ot his tilne and influences. Scholz atatee 
that fact as £ollovs1 "Aus ihrer Zeit heraus aind auch 
,, 
seine I deale geboren, und doch aind aie seine p.ersobnl1ohe 
38J. Haller, .2£• ~., PP• 190 t. 
39R. Sohola, .22,• ill•., P• 
4°Marsil1us de Padua, .22•· 
41R. Seholz, 21?.• ~., P• 
cit •• ed. R. Scholz, p. xlv111. -
-,----~-------------
(I 
Sehopfung; denn er allein .hat s1e zu tormulieren veratanden."42 
One can exan11ne each · ot the 1n1"luencea upon him, tbe 
ItaJ.ian oity~state, Gall1can1sm, the un1vera1t1ea, Averro1sm, 
nominal.ism, William of Ookham, Jean de Jandun, and all 
the rest, and he surpasses each by tar in hi.a o'!in field, 
politics. His hatred for the papacy began in Padua, where 
the clergy was hated as nowhere else. It continued 1n 
the atmosphere of Paris University, the supporter ot 
Philip the Fair. It found support ln the depravity of 
the curia at Avignon. It deepened into personal affront 
when he received two promises ot positions and probably 
received neither one of them. As long as the papa·~y was 
an Italian institution, it pmbably did not seem so. bad to 
Hars1gl1o, especially since his home town was more or 
less allied with it in their opposition to the Ghibellinea. 
But when the papacy· transferred to Franoe, that was the 
final blow. It now was not only an affront to his personal 
honor but also to his national honor. Jaoob Burckhardt 
has much to say about the honor oE an Italian at the time 
43 of the Renaissance. No doubt a great . part of that 
peculiar veneration of one's "·honor" and the steps which 
must be taken to avenge it once it is inlured existed 
42lbid., P• 66. -
43His book, The Civilization of the Renaissance 1n 
Italz, is still considered a olassic rn-1ea r1e~d. 
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already at Marsigliof.e time. Vengeance mu.at be had, and 
Marsiglio tried his beat with his pen and his tongue and 
his entire being, and he ·suooeeded admirably, at least 
in the f1rat category. That is indeed the important 
category, ror it oarried his ideas beyond his o~!D. time 
and the J.1.mi t ed area of we stem Europe. 
I ni'luence 1a a ve1~1 nebulous thing, and there are 
many influences that are not at all apparent as well as 
others that are ve?7 apparent but are not really influences. 
One can easily confuse the inf'luenoe ot Marsiglio 1-rith. 
that or other things_ and people that influenced him. Similar 
conclusi ons may be reached completely independently ot 
each other. However~ one way of guaging the influence of 
a work i s to discover how often it was printed. The 
Defensor Pacis was often cited during the conciliar 
1nove nent, but it was not unt11 the time of the Reformation 
that i t really uame into its own. The first edition came 
out in 1522, and between then and 1692 it went through 
numerous editi ons in many of the Western EUl'opean oountriea.44 
One of the most interesting editions is the English 
translation which William Marshall made himsel.£ or _had 
made in 1535.. This appe·aled to the intelleotuals gathered 
at Henry's coUl't, but it never became V81/!'1 popular among 
44J. Sulliv.an, !?a• ill•, PP• 602 tt. 
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·the people . 45 Marshall t wro ·e to Cromwell that although it 
was t h e best book in England against the pope, it had 
never sold well. 46 It had a similal" problem elsewhere. 
and Marsiglio never beoame a real foroe among the people. 
Hi s r ealm was the intelligentsia. Among those his 
infl uence l s traced in many places, with varying degrees 
o~ jus t ificat ion. These include the conciliar movement. 
l.f 1 1 47 nye f , the Hussitea, the Brethren of the Common Life• 
Martin Lutherg the court of' Henry .VIII, eapeoially Arch-
48 49 bishop Cranmer, Macohiavelli, Rousseau, and many otherso 
Aft er 1692 e many yeara went by without another edition 
of t he work .. Then in our own century- there was a spurt 
of renewed interest, ana two excellent oritioal editions 
c~~o out wi t hin lesa th~ five years.5° These sho'ltld 
serve for years to come, enabling soholars of the pre•ent 
a..YJ.d of t he .future to .study this unique work. 
Thi s i then, has been a brief overview of the life 
or the author of the Defensor Paois. His book has been 
45F. L. Bawner , "Thomas Starkey and Marsiliua of Padua," 
Poli ticap I I (1936)~ 191-2. 
46Ibid. 0 p. 192. -
l~7Mar silius de Padua,. ~· ~· g ed. R. Sohol~, P• .xlix. 
4BFa L. Baumer, .21?.• ~., P• 192. 
1~9A. Gewirth, Marsilius o:f Padua, ~ Defender .2£ the 
Peace (New York: Oolumola 'O'nlveral£y Press, 1g5!), I, I:i'.=S'. 
There i s a ratrly 00£?J1plete list of those supposedly 1nfJ.u• 
e nced by }1ars1gl1o on these pages. 
50Those of c. w. Prev1te-Ort~111 (Cambridge: University 
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ea.:t ,~ed :;13ar:i;r t h ings, lnoluding the first r,l"8oticaJ. book 
0 £ polit:teal t heoF,r ( l), ',l "the 1:10.at Nl'll&Pkable lite1•ary 
pz:odui!t of the J.tiddle .!tges.52 "dio selbatand1gste und 
!t:tu.1.nste kizoehenpol1t:lo·ehe Scb.r!tt dos r-tittelalters, n.$3 
&nd :t he l i!tGo rt uaa unique because or its combination 
or t:7pl oul ly medieval .fol9'/i1 with natter that vas re.ore 
oho~&c"tor!.at .ta ot t he Rene.iaoa.nce a.~d the Retormat1ono 
f':fs.ctical 01~ not,. it n~ve1> beoame tx,uly etfect1vo, since 
its ~e.lua ~as lit~1ted to the learned 1ntollectualso 
Der,v it.c iis extensive use of Scriptures and the FathePa, 
it :r>a}u~l!nod eu.;sent1ru.ly a political worko The power 
or ·the pope -v:a.a toe,. great to be broken by politico and 
pol:1.t:ic.H~l t:lrgumenttJ.i lte roots lay 1nucb. deepa. It 
f' ·the Gospel to iaoeomplisll to aorne degree that which 
Be.ra :tgl:.o had hoped to e.chieveo Haller aptly puts it: 
n1Job1..,ooh.en konnte die i·te.cllt des lr~t-ums el1'St werclen, 
ru.si i hro die relig~ae Kl"a.ft einea neuen Glaubens ent-
o~gont rat o ~ 5!i 
~ ., ..... , --·- ... ~ 
F:1•ess 0 1928) and R0 .:cholz (Hanover: Hahnache B\lcllb.andlung, 
1932) 0 Du a1gong1ar1 • . in his "Ifotes on tbe Text 0£ the 
P.$'..f?P~?:. paeia,'' Sp~cuf~, VII ·(19~), 36•49, points out 
e n1.inbezt o:f errors 1n -cfie edi.t1on .o.t ProvitEf"•Orton. 'Without 
ha,v1nc ~e@n p1~ot'o · B1gor,\gia.ri•s article. Soholz agJteea with 
S·ome». hut not nearly all, o'i.' the su.::;g~sted ro rrect1one 
:ln h ie ed1 t 1.on. 
5 lt.To Haller~ 9Re ~o, PP• 192 r .. 
. 52Ee Emerton, ~he .. ~f ensor ~aoia. ot M8l's1~1o, !! Padua 
{ Cardbr1dge
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Mosa0 : "1Yai~vard milvorslty-Vres!l,2~), Pe I. 
53J e Haller, 2t'• ~-, p. 166. 54rbid., Pe 194. 
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